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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

It is your attitude, and the suspicion that you are maturing the boldest designs against him, that imposes on your enemy.
—Frederick the Great, Instructions to His Generals

Background

The Philippine Government battled a communist insurgency called the Hukbalahap from 1942 to 1954. At one point, the President of The Philippines by-name requested an American who had served there before to return in the 1950s. When the American arrived he walked into the jungles of the Philippines—unarmed save for a harmonica and an obsession with the people and their culture—unable to speak the language of the local tribes but possessing a keen understanding of how to diffuse moments of tension by talking and presenting himself in a kind and objective way.\(^1\) He later emerged from the jungles possessing much of the information he would need to be successful, having approached and talked to the Hukbalahap, himself. He was one of the members of the Office of Policy Coordination, a precursor to what would become modern Psychological Operations, and his name was Edward Lansdale.\(^2\)

Lansdale was a master practitioner of Psychological Warfare. He often disguised units as insurgent forces that would then turn on their insurgent “allies”; he was an early adopter of the aerial loudspeaker systems—using Navy loud-hailers from landing craft to

\(^1\) Cecil B. Currey, Edward Lansdale: The Unquiet American (Dulles: Potomac Books, 1998), 34-42.

\(^2\) Ibid., 56-75.
target populations with messages and curses that exploited, “folk stories . . . taboos, and myths,” often resulting in the insurgents killing their own soldiers out of suspicion.³

One of Lansdale’s most creative moments was when he discovered Filipino vampire folklore known as asuang.⁴ Lansdale used that knowledge to insert select information into the environment to affect change in the enemy behavior—in this case, the desired behavior change was to end night operations conducted by the insurgents. This was done by exploiting psychological vulnerabilities and existing information. In this case, local lore. Lansdale accomplished this by capturing and killing Hukbalahap on patrol and puncturing holes into their necks to make their deaths appear to have been caused by vampire bites. The bodies were drained of blood and placed on the path of the most recent patrols to be found by the insurgents. This action effectively ended night operations by the Hukbalahap in those areas for long periods of time.

The theory and practice of inserting selected information into the environment to impact and shape that environment was not developed by the United States—but the United States and its First World War Allies shaped the practice and defined the modern applications of such actions.⁵ At the time, many of these actions were labeled as propaganda. Today, the collected actions are known as Psychological Operations.


⁴ Currey, Edward Lansdale, 102-103.

These actions are conducted by small units, sometimes consisting of a single person, similar to how Lansdale operated. International legal agreements and refinement of the Law of Armed Conflict has since categorized Lansdale’s specific actions as illegal. The intent of this study is to highlight creative solutions to complex problems. Lansdale’s actions, while now considered unlawful, were revolutionary. Understanding such lessons of the past may frame the future.

**Defining Psychological Operations**

Go on doing with your pen what in other times, was done with the sword: show what reformation is more practicable by operation on the mind than on the body of man.


Propaganda was best defined in 1950 as a, “planned and organized effort to spread information and ideas through political or social entities.” Psychological Operations and its predecessor, Psychological Warfare are,

Planned operations to convey selected information and indicators to foreign audiences to influence their emotions, motives, objective reasoning, and ultimately the behavior of foreign governments, organizations, groups, and individuals in a manner favorable to the originator’s objectives.  

---


8 Office of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS), *DOD Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms* (Washington, DC: The Joint Staff, January 2020), 142. There are times throughout this study when the terms “Psychological Operations” and “Psychological Warfare” are used interchangeably.
The distinction between propaganda, Psychological Operations, and deception is that deception is often seeking a greater strategic goal with a narrow target.\footnote{William R. Harris, \textit{On Countering Strategic Deception: A Report Prepared For Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency} (Santa Monica: RAND Corporation, November 1973), 1.}

Justification and Qualifications

The author deployed to Afghanistan twice, once as the lead for a section that measured the effectiveness of Psychological Operations, and again two years later as a Military Deception Officer. In between was a deployment to a United States Embassy in Central America. The fourth deployment was to the United Arab Emirates in support of a conventional force’s Security Cooperation mission spanning the Middle East. Each deployment was as a Special Operations Psychological Operations officer.

Research Aspects

This study researches and analyzes the history of United States Army Psychological Operations in order to develop recommendations for the future. United States power projection is in a state of transition. The latest \textit{National Defense Strategy} includes adversaries that conduct Psychological Operations against the United States. Psychological Operations will be critical to any potential success as the Army addresses the adversaries of the United States.
Operational Context

The National Defense Strategy

The National Defense Strategy was written by the Secretary of Defense to detail how the military will allocate resources and power; it is nested with the President’s National Security Strategy. Published in 2018, the most recent National Defense Strategy implements a realist strategy and names Russia, China, Iran, and North Korea as potential adversaries in an era defined by deterrence, readiness, and the erosion of United States military superiority.

This study relates to aspects from the first and third lines of effort listed within the strategy. Line of effort one is, “rebuilding military readiness as we build a more lethal Joint Force.” This line of effort consists of, “prioritize preparedness for war,” “modernize key capabilities,” “evolve innovative operational concepts,” and, “develop a lethal, agile, and resilient force posture and employment,” which includes, “Dynamic Force Employment,” and the, “Global Operating Model.” Finally, this line of effort also lists as a priority the cultivation of workforce talent, which includes, “Professional Military Education,” “talent management,” and, “civilian workforce expertise.”

---
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Line of effort three is, “rebuilding military readiness as we build a more lethal Joint Force.” This line of effort consists of, “deliver performance at the speed of relevance,” “organize for innovation,” “drive budget discipline and affordability to achieve solvency,” as well as streamline, “rapid, iterative approaches from development to fielding,” and, “harness and protect the National Security Innovation Base.”

Large-Scale Combat Operations

The Army answered the National Defense Strategy by initiating changes to doctrine and training, and developing new concepts related to Large-Scale Combat Operations. The current goal of the Army is to be ready to conduct Large-Scale Combat Operations, and to also apply concepts of Multi-Domain Operations by the year 2028.

FM 3-0: Operations is an updated manual published in its current form in October of 2017. It nests its justifications within the Multi-Domain Operations 2028 concept by stating,

The proliferation of advanced technologies; adversary emphasis on force training, modernization, and professionalization; the rise of revisionist, revanchist, and extremist ideologies; and the ever increasing speed of human interaction makes large-scale ground combat more lethal, and more likely, than it has been in a generation. As the Army and the joint force focused on counter-insurgency and counter-terrorism at the expense of other capabilities, our adversaries watched,

\[15\] SecDef, Summary of the 2018 NDS, 5.

\[16\] Ibid., 10-11.

\[17\] Headquarters, Department of the Army (HQDA) Field Manual (FM) 3-0, Operations (Washington, DC: Army Publishing Directorate, October 2017).

\[18\] U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC), TRADOC Pamphlet 525-3-1, The U.S. Army in Multi-Domain Operations 2028 (Fort Eustis, VA: TRADOC, 2018).
learned, adapted, modernized and devised strategies that put us at a position of relative disadvantage in places where we may be required to fight.\textsuperscript{19} The enemies referenced are the same actors mentioned in the National Defense Strategy: Russia, China, Iran, and North Korea.

**USASOC Army Special Operations Forces Strategy**

The new *United States Army Special Operations Command (USASOC) Strategy* released in 2019 nests with the 2018 National Defense Strategy, and emphasizes the need for Special Operations, “to drive evolutionary changes in how we man, train, and equip our formations in the Information Age.”\textsuperscript{20} It encourages professionals within Special Operations to challenge assumptions, empower the larger conventional force and leadership, and to give leaders options in eroding near-peer influence.\textsuperscript{21} Competition below armed conflict is defined in the document as when, “adversaries avoid provoking a conventional military response to fracture our alliances and win without fighting.”\textsuperscript{22} The document discusses the current state of great power competition, which includes the range of military operations and boils down to actions prior to war, or those, “in
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competition below armed conflict.” Adversaries also reference these actions as conflict “less than war”.  

According to the strategy, Army Special Operations must develop innovation, emphasize problem-solving capabilities, integrate units, and empower soldiers.  

The strategy also emphasizes the ability for Special Operations to advance partnerships, influencing adversarial behavior, conducting Special Operations, and continue to serve in crisis response.  

The strategy discusses Special Operations in support of Large-Scale Combat Operations by focusing on preparation of the environment, unilateral and partner nation supported operations, high value target identification and destruction, and cyber and space force integration.

A significant inclusion in the strategy is discussion regarding Special Operations’ civilian capacity.  

Many Special Operations in the United States military rely heavily on civilian government personnel, contracted civilian support, and civilian relationships with academia or within partner nations to facilitate mission success.  

The key takeaway from the USASOC Strategy is the timeline that USASOC laid out for what it wants to

---
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achieve with its strategic approach. First, it lists three lines of effort, which are (1) people, (2) readiness, which serves as the main effort, (3) and modernization. The strategy lists a near-term goal of achieving readiness by the year 2022 while continuing to counter violent extremist organizations, a mid-term goal of achieving an interoperable force capable of competition below the level of armed conflict by 2028. The USASOC 2035 includes further details related to the far-term goals to achieve by 2035.

The 2015 Psychological Operations Assessment

The 2015 Psychological Operations Assessment focused on Army Special Operations capabilities and included several gaps that were later used to develop concepts within the Psychological Operations Regiment. These gaps were:

1. Insufficient target audience analysis training and tools. The Psychological Operations Regiment must be able to identify relevant actors in an environment; there is a lack of sociological, political, psychological, anthropological, economic, or linguist training or resources.

2. Poor language capability. No way to process data in foreign languages so that the Psychological Operations personnel could analyze information.
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31 U.S. Army John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center and School (USAJFKSWCS), Office of Strategic Communication, USASOC 2035: Communicating the ARSOF Narrative and Setting the Course to 2035 (Fort Bragg, NC: USAJFKSWCS, 2017), 34.

32 Seth Mabus and Jim Fisher, MIAG Redesign Update and SMART Initial Operating Concept (Fort Bragg, NC: Eighth Psychological Operations Group, June 11, 2015); The capability gaps were a part of a classified briefing, which contains additional classified gaps and analysis. The briefing was used in 2016 to establish the Narrative Fusion Cells. The gaps included in this study are unclassified and paraphrased.
3. Poor cultural understanding. A lack of cultural understanding for target audiences. No standardized way to improve this lack of understanding.

4. No consistent connection to academia. Insufficient understanding related to emerging capabilities in technology or relevant research in academia that could be applied to Psychological Operations.

5. No standard for data analysis. No standardized system for gathering data, processing data, referencing data, or measuring the effectiveness of operations based on data. There is no hub of continuity or a place to reference historic information within the Psychological Operations Regiment.

6. No standards for measuring effects. There is no continuity for the methods employed.

7. Tactical narratives not nested with strategic narratives. Insufficient understanding of how to synchronize strategic narratives with tactical narratives. 33

The creation of three separate units in the Psychological Operations Regiment aimed to address these gaps: Special Military Information Support Operations Teams, Narrative Fusion Cells, and Sensitive Activities Operations Sections known as S3Xs. 34 This study will reference the Narrative Fusion Cell and how it may evolve to assist in addressing the gaps. The gaps listed were used to frame the research of this study.

The Research Problem

The Psychological Operations Regiment is not postured to address the multiple requirements identified in the National Defense Strategy, Large-Scale Combat Operations doctrine, or the USASOC Strategy.

33 Rob Rosales, 1st POB (A) Narrative Fusion Cell Concept and Implementation (Fort Bragg, NC: First Psychological Operations Battalion, August 20, 2018).

34 Mabus and Fisher, MIAG Redesign Update and SMART Initial Operating Concept.
Research Questions

Primary Question

How should the Psychological Operations Regiment be optimized to achieve the
Army Special Operations Forces Strategy while simultaneously addressing the Army’s
transition to Large-Scale Combat Operations?

Secondary Questions

There were two sets of secondary questions associated with this thesis:

1. Have Psychological Operations been faced with similar gaps in the past and
   what were the previous solutions?

2. Could such solutions address the current Operational Context?

The second set is a series of questions paraphrased from the JCIDS manual that
were answered through the course of conducting the research:

1. Who would most benefit from the research and recommendations of this
   study?

2. What could be the impact on the Combatant Commands?

3. What is the relevance of the study?

4. Would there be a return on investment associated with the recommendations?

5. What are the financial impacts?

6. What would be given up in order to implement the findings and
   recommendations?
7. What missions could not be completed with the current system in place if nothing were to change?35

Approach

A qualitative approach was used throughout the course of this study. There were several assumptions, limitations, and delimitations that refined the scope of this study.

Assumptions

The first assumption was that the history and sources cited throughout this research were not manipulated and were accurate. The second assumption was that the examples and case studies analyzed were suitable and also predictive of future solutions. Finally, conclusions were drawn from the variety of sources available, and this study incorporated official military documents alongside historical research and investigative reporting. Classified information was not included, and all information included in this study was either unclassified from the outset, released by the government as now unclassified, or information available in the public record; this study assumed that all publicly available information was unclassified information.

Limitations

One limitation of this study was the classification levels related to most Psychological Operations. Many documents concerning Psychological Operations are still classified and will remain so for decades. A method of mitigation was the use of

documents released through Freedom of Information Act requests. Another means was to incorporate the investigative reporting by journalists.

This study did not seek to become a definitive historical record for Psychological Operations. Similarly, this study touched on Army Design Methodology, Functional Area Analysis, Functional Needs Analysis, and Force Management, but the efforts of this study were not to present itself as any of those documents. This study focused on providing data and analysis for future research and future change within the Psychological Operations Regiment.

There was a breadth of variety in the documents regarding the articulation of ideas. Time was a limitation, and it was not possible to examine all of the existing documents within the National Archive, as an example. Sources were paired down to focus on the research questions. At times, multiple sources were available, and were used to verify events.

Scope and Delimitations

Imposed delimitations were emplaced to further refine what would be included in the study. Eras were defined in this thesis and were organized to facilitate analysis of case studies. This study did not delve into the history of all of Information Operations, all of Special Operations, or every organization that evolved out of the Office of Strategic Services.

This study did, at times, cite the history of propaganda in relation to other nations, but its focus was on the development of the United States Army Psychological Operations Regiment in the modern era. The information available on Psychological Operations was vast, and spanned decades of research. A considerable amount of time
was devoted to reviewing all available information to determine which sources were most relevant to this study.

**Significance of the Study**

This study strove to be operationally relevant to the Department of Defense, the Army, and the Special Operations community; not just in its theory, but in its ability to be implemented. Historic precedent and lessons learned were the focus because the intent of the study was to discover moments when the military had already implemented similar solutions to similar problems, gaps, and threats. The academic significance of this research was that it may contribute to the greater understanding of Psychological Operations and empower future research. It was discovered through the course of the literature review that a similar thesis synthesizing historical context for future planning had not yet been completed on Psychological Operations.

**Summary and Conclusions**

Those photographs are not an argument; they are simply a crude statement of fact addressed to the eye. But the eye is connected with the brain; the brain with the nervous system. That system sends its messages in a flash through every past memory and present feeling. When we look at those photographs some fusion takes place within us; however different the education, the traditions behind us, our sensations are the same; and they are violent.

―Virginia Woolf, *Three Guineas*

United States power projection is in a state of transition. The latest *National Defense Strategy* included adversaries that conduct Psychological Operations against the United States. The United States Army has begun to develop doctrine to conduct Large-Scale Combat Operations and Multi-Domain Operations to address those adversaries. Psychological Operations will be critical to any potential success. The Army is
developing new doctrine for an interwar period, while simultaneously still engaged in hostile environments throughout the world. The Psychological Operations Regiment is not currently postured to fulfill those requirements, but it can be.

War is expanding further into the information domain. Russia, China, Iran, and North Korea are focused on increasing strategic depth between them and their perceived threats. The Psychological Operations Regiment has an opportunity to address the requirements that the United States’ military needs in order to address the current threats and win on future battlefields. This study discovered that, at times, Psychological Operations has been empowered to do so in the past.

---
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

Related Research Introduction

No great nation group in the modern world can afford to neglect political propaganda.

—F. C. Bartlett, Political Propaganda

The thesis of this study is that there is a way to address the gaps within the Psychological Operations Regiment to empower it to conduct operations in line with the Army Special Operations Forces Strategy. Two books, Writing Literature Reviews and Practical Research Planning and Design were pivotal for the structure of this chapter.\textsuperscript{38}

Literature Review

Understanding the depth of previously written literature of propaganda, Psychological Warfare, and Psychological Operations was the first focus of this literature review. The literature’s lessons learned and previously suggested solutions to problems that were faced was the second focus. The literature selected was chosen in order to better frame the problem statement and to identify patterns to later be explored in-depth in the research section, “as a basis for advancing research questions or hypotheses.”\textsuperscript{39} The review focused on the contrasting criticisms and suggested innovations to identify patterns and specific points of research that could drive further analysis and research.


Four categories of Psychological Operations, or eras, were identified through the course of this thesis: The Pre-Global War Era, The World Wars Era, The Cold War Era, and The Modern Warfare Era. The Pre-Global War Era includes historical examples from ancient civilizations and up to the World Wars and is not limited to United States activities. The World Wars Era includes both the First and Second World Wars and served as an extension of the use of propaganda as it evolved into Psychological Warfare. These categories are unique to this study.

The Pre-Global War Era (2560 BC – 1903 AD)

The person who cries “Fire!” in a crowded auditorium, or who starts a false alarm resulting in a panic is spreading a form of propaganda. The results of his act may be such as to lay him liable to a trial for murder.

—Military Intelligence Branch, Propaganda in its Military and Legal Aspects

Critical Literature of the Era

The Pre-Global War Era of Psychological Operations was defined by the genius of military commanders and expert planning. Many accounts still exist of the most famous of these operations throughout the millennia. However, analysis and criticism were not the focus of these writings. Instead, they served as historical vignettes, and brief moments of tactical brilliance relaying the actions taken by nation states, kings, and heads of religions.

*The Art of War* was written during this period—circa 500 BC. The 323 BC publication of Aristotle’s *Rhetoric* is viewed as a turning point in the development of

---

persuasive argument.\textsuperscript{41} Herodotus wrote in 425 BC of the use of propaganda by Themistocles, who etched messages into rocks to influence the Ionians to not participate in the coming conflict.\textsuperscript{42} Kautilya wrote the \textit{Arthashastra} circa 150 AD in which he addressed the psychological effects of destroying a besieged fortress’s crops, supplies, and livestock.\textsuperscript{43} The role of journalism continued to expand through the late 1800s. Citizens of the United States began to engage in conversations about censorship and the power of the press to influence populations.\textsuperscript{44}

\textbf{Lessons Learned from the History of the Era}

\textbf{The Revolutionary War}

The year 1440 AD was a turning point for information, as the creation of the printing press made it possible for the mass production of printed material.\textsuperscript{45} The American Revolutionary War would serve as a test bed.\textsuperscript{46} Samuel Adams was the war’s most prolific propagandist, managing multiple pen names and going so far as to change
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his writing style to fit the pen name.\textsuperscript{47} Adams and his propaganda were recorded as the single greatest contributor to the American independence movement that led to the rebellion of the American colonies and eventual declared independence in 1776.\textsuperscript{48} The single most incendiary piece of propaganda from the Revolutionary War was a pamphlet written by Thomas Paine entitled \textit{Common Sense}.\textsuperscript{49} The pamphlet stood as an argument for independence from British colonial rule.\textsuperscript{50}

Adams and Paine both represented the power of small groups. A single individual, skilled in the arts, may affect the ebb and flow of war. Support from the people was important for the success of the revolution. It was gained through mass communication techniques, and the integration of technology—in this case, the printing press, which facilitated quick production and mass distribution.

Napoleon

Napoleon was very familiar with mass persuasion and adept at turning popular movements into support for his actions, culminating in crowning himself Emperor of France in 1804.\textsuperscript{51} The French Revolution preceding Napoleon’s rise to power was born
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of the belief in meritocracy, the will of the people, and ushered in sweeping changes for
the right of man.\textsuperscript{52} It also affected the way militaries functioned—subordinates had to be
inspired to prevail.\textsuperscript{53} Napoleon integrated morale into his planning, being quoted as
considering the morale of the enemy worth three times that of physical strength or assets
of an enemy force.\textsuperscript{54} While bulletins existed prior to Napoleon, he is credited with having
understood their propaganda potential, reinventing the way information was released
during war.\textsuperscript{55} Newspapers and print media had begun to surge in metropolitan cities, and
journalists relied on such bulletins to gleam what facts they could, though there was a
level of frustration involved. Decoding Napoleon became an art form, as he was prone to
declaring victory when campaigns were not as successful as he boasted.\textsuperscript{56} Napoleon was
the first to leverage the movements of equality, framing them to benefit himself.
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Desertion

The Battle of Bunker Hill during the Revolutionary War is the most famous example of the first uses of handbills in conflict, with a printed suggestion that the British should desert. Other efforts were aimed at mercenaries that the British had hired,

Hessian mercenaries in particular responded to this appeal later in the war, and a considerable number of the present-day Pennsylvania Dutch owe their ancestry to the effectiveness of this appeal as these soldiers settled in a language-compatible area in which they were unlikely to be turned over to the British authority.

Propaganda continued to be used into the 1800s. Mexico used propaganda to persuade United States soldiers to defect, with the Mexican government promising 320 acres to any defector. Some figures claimed up to eighty percent dissertation rates of some United States Army units during the war. Mexico did more than just communicate; they provided an incentive. This was a reflection of the increasing complexity of propaganda, and one of the first instances of Psychological Warfare, though it would not be called that.
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for many decades. The message was so successful that entire United States artillery batteries defected and fired upon their comrades outside of Mexico City in 1847.62

The World Wars Era (1903 – 1945)

In this war, which was total in every sense of the word, we have seen many great changes in military science. It seems to me that not the least of these was the development of Psychological Warfare as a specific and effective weapon.


Critical Literature of the Era

Leonard Doob published Propaganda: Its Psychology and Technique in 1935.63 Doob’s work represented the first attempt to understand propaganda in its totality. He broke down psychological concepts, motivations, stereotypes, social values, suggestions, prestige, and even language and education; then he applied scientific rigor to express how propaganda could influence groups of people by addressing such concepts with communication.64 Doob concluded his writing by establishing what he labeled as “The Principles of Propaganda,” a series of fundamentals for how to conduct propaganda.65

After the Second World War, several individuals who were a part of the war efforts sought to write down their experiences. Before dissolving, the Psychological
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Warfare Division Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force created a report of their operations and the techniques their organization used throughout the war. While not complete in its analysis of the use of Psychological Warfare, it provided a depth of information and did not shy away from objective criticism of the operations; concluding that further research would have to be conducted. One critique was that western countries were slow to mobilize their all-out Psychological Warfare efforts, to include the personnel, equipment, and organization required to conduct such operations.

Lessons Learned from the History of the Era

The United States General Staff of 1903

This era began with the creation of the United States General Staff in 1903; an Act of Congress that replaced the office of Commanding General of the Army. The General Staff served in many capacities, including as lobbyists for military intervention, expansionist concepts, and preparedness. Their efforts were submitted as studies to the Chief of Staff. General Officers on the staff were allowed to be interviewed by journalists
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with the desire to influence reporting, and testimonies were given to Congress to impress upon them the importance of certain decisions that would be beneficial to military preparedness.\textsuperscript{71}

The Committee on Public Information

The Committee on Public Information (CPI) was led by George Creel to champion the war as the war to end all wars.\textsuperscript{72} It was comprised of journalists, the founders of the theory of public relations, a professor of political science, fiction writers, and filmmakers.\textsuperscript{73} Creel’s objective was to reach as many audiences as he could to increase support for the war effort,

Sections were set up for posters, advertising, “Four Minute Men” (volunteer local speakers in all American communities), films, American minority groups and bureaus, syndicated features, and cartoons. The young but already large American motion picture industry was made a channel whereby American propaganda movies went to both the United States and overseas audiences. In one instance Creel got the American producers to threaten Swiss exhibitors with a boycott unless they showed American propaganda film along with the features.\textsuperscript{74}

Creel believed in advertising the United States as an idea, inviting foreign delegations and journalists to the United States for tours and conferences.\textsuperscript{75}
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Members of the CPI, like Edward Bernays, were encouraged to consider creative solutions. Bernays understood that propaganda was not simply advertising and messaging. Bernays believed that propaganda experts must appeal to the influencers that already existed within populations, and that winning over those individuals would spread the propaganda message naturally; when Bernays saw the concept for the Four Minute Men, his opinion was further reinforced.

Bernays would become the mind behind the momentum of success of the Four Minute Men. At its height, 75,000 individuals were employed as Four Minute Men. By the end of the war, over 755,190 speeches were given by the Four Minute Men, reaching an estimated audience of over three hundred million individual attendees. Press releases to foreign audiences were also championed and Bernays was instructed to lead the efforts to influence foreign presses abroad.

Academia

Several moments of innovation concerning the study of Psychological Warfare occurred following the First World War. This began with the establishment of the Office
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of Radio Research at Princeton University in 1937. The office studied several events in the United States, the most well-known being the 1938 radio broadcast of War of the Worlds. The Office of Radio Research later established Paul Lazarsfeld’s Bureau of Applied Social Research at Columbia University. These two organizations represented a larger shift in the funding of social science research. Columbia University, Princeton, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology represented just some of the larger shift toward government funded research into Psychological Warfare. Leaders within the social science community believed in Psychological Warfare as a tool to address international conflict using means “less than war”.

The Office of Strategic Services

The United States was slowly drawn into the Second World War and had to reestablish offices to conduct propaganda. The Office of Strategic Services (OSS) was established in June of 1942, and William J. “Wild Bill” Donovan fell under the command
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of the Joint Chiefs of Staff as its leader, but reported directly to the President. Donovan believed, “intelligence gathering, propaganda, and [Psychological Warfare],” would each be conducted in that order prior to military operations. Special Operations would be conducted after Psychological Warfare to prepare the battlefield. Special Operations would then be followed by conventional operations.

The Office of War Information

The Office of War Information (OWI) was established on June 13, 1942. Every theater was different, and some theaters integrated the OWI with the OSS very closely, with others relying heavily on the OWI without support from the OSS. The Pacific theater was an example, as General MacArthur was opposed to the idea of the OSS, so he
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only permitted the OWI. In Europe, the OWI worked closely with the British Broadcasting Company to develop radio stations.

The greatest example of effectively planned Psychological Operations from the war came when the OWI dropped thousands of well-timed leaflets informing the Japanese of the Japanese government’s terms for surrender while they were still attempting to negotiate. The Japanese government was left without any recourse but to formally surrender. It was a moment of great achievement for propaganda, as, “Nowhere else in history can there be found an instance of so many people being given so decisive a message, all at the same time, at the very dead-point between war and peace.” As Linebarger later wrote, the operation alone, “probably repaid the entire cost of OWI throughout the war.”

Artists of War

The apex of propaganda came from America’s entertainment industry, which had the infrastructure to reach the audiences of the world. The First Motion Picture Unit was established during the Second World War and nested within the then named U.S.
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Army Air Forces. The motion picture infrastructure established and dominated by
Hollywood would continue to be a pillar of influence throughout the world into the
modern era. Hollywood was not the only media participant in the Allied efforts. John
Steinbeck, already a famous literary author at the time, approached Wild Bill Donovan
with a proposal to write a novel as a tool to influence support for the war. The result
was *The Moon is Down*, an epic about the invasion and occupation of a Northern
European town and the psychological effects on the displaced persons that he interacted
with during the war while working for the Coordinator of Information.

The strategic deceptions of the British led to the formation of the 23rd
Headquarters Special Troops. Also known as the Ghost Army, it was the United
States’ Special Plans Branch in London. The Ghost Army, itself, consisted of engineer
battalions, signal units, and radio operations. They were once called upon to fill a gap
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in General Patton’s lines for Operation Bettembourg. They were later used to channel German forces in directions favorable to the Allies during the Battle of the Bulge for Operation Kodak. Many of the soldiers in the Ghost Army would later become famous following the war, “like fashion designer Bill Blass, minimalist painter Ellsworth Kelly, [and] wildlife artists Arthur Singer and photographer At Kane.”

“The INC” and the Psychological Warfare Division

Lieutenant General Eisenhower appointed Brigadier General Robert A. McClure as the head of his Psychological Warfare operations in 1942. McClure, in a letter to his wife from an unknown location in Africa, wrote,

My Psychological Warfare Staff—radio, leaflet, signals, front line, occupation, domestic propaganda personnel, exceed 700. In censorship—troop, mail, and cables, civilian mail, radio, press, cables, telephone for all of North & West Africa, Sicily… over 400 personnel [and] supervising 400 French. Public relations—press and correspondents—150 correspondents—250 personnel—a total “command” of 1500 in an organization never contemplated in the Army.
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The operation was massive, and it was mobile. At the time, McClure’s section was called the Information and Censorship Section, and was often referred to as “The INC”. It evolved into the Psychological Warfare Division to fight in the European Theater. The Psychological Warfare Division pioneered leaflet distribution during the war. Parts of the unit had mobile printing capabilities to move with the ground forces. Other teams under the Psychological Warfare Division functioned specifically as consolidation teams, which reopened radio stations, newspapers, and functioned as public relations nodes between the population and the Allies. They also conducted detailed interrogations with captured enemies, interestingly using historians and social scientists instead of psychologists to do the debriefings.

The Psychological Warfare Division pioneered aspects of social science research. A psychiatrist, Henry Dicks, contributed to the study of interrogations by developing a questionnaire in order to illicit opinions to determine the percentage of the prisoner’s affiliation and belief in the Nazi party. The data helped to frame the German soldiers
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based upon a theory that the German population was experiencing psychological trauma that suppressed their true beliefs.  

The Cold War Era (1945 – 1985)

We are in a war of ideas. —Murray Dyer, *The Weapon on the Wall*

Critical Literature of the Era

*The Weapon on the Wall* was published in 1959 and detailed the shortsightedness of the United States’ insistence on dismantling the military’s Psychological Warfare organizations it had stood up time and again. The CPI, OSS, OWI, and all other organizations ended following the First and Second World War. The analysis within *The Weapon on the Wall* discussed how there was often no overarching plan to conduct Psychological Warfare, and that such plans should be established. Solutions included the creation of a national college on political communication, concluding that the most effective solution would be for the President to be involved. However, the distinction was made earlier in the book that a single agency to conduct all forms of influence was already proven to be too powerful, and therefore ineffective.
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The now defunct Goodyear Aircraft Corporation published Cacioppo’s *A Systematic Theory for Psychological Warfare* in 1960. The publication was a part of the growing movement within academia to incorporate scientific theory and psychological research into Psychological Warfare. It acknowledged the need for a theory to assist in defining the Western objectives during the Cold War. He also emphasized the need for the government to empower Psychological Warfare organizations. Cacioppo’s model for such Psychological Warfare organizations emphasized the need for a repository of lessons learned and files that, “would include historic and current intelligence regarding the cultural, political, economic, behavioral, and physical characteristics that define the area.”

It was also suggested that such an organization possess the ability to process intelligence specifically targeting the attitudes of populations, geo-political interest, and group sentiments concerning, “family, economic structure, government, and education.” The study posited that for any such organization to be successful it must be appropriately staffed with, “social psychologists, political scientists, economists, area
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specialists, and military scientists.” The study also stated that such individuals would need to be empowered to composite all of the information together in order to conduct evaluations.

McLaurin edited and developed his Military Propaganda in 1982, another body of work similar to Doob’s original work from 1935. Its publication was the culmination of research from similar writings, which included William E. Daugherty’s A Systematic Framework for Psychological Operations from 1966, and The Case for Reappraisal of U.S. Overseas Information Policies and Programs by Edward Bernays and Burnet Hershey. It provided examples of methods to employ, the origins of concepts, and even how to man such concepts. McLaurin and his team stood as an example of how to add to the body of research and develop proper paths forward within the military. McLaurin wrote,

Should Psychological Operations enjoy a renaissance in the military—and such a renaissance is quite likely at some point—indications are that organizational
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lessons, just like the operational lessons discussed elsewhere in this book, will have to be learned all over again—the hard way.\footnote{McLaurin, \textit{Military Propaganda}, 76.} Other suggestions included improved optimization of recruiting, effective planning, systematic approaches to intelligence in support of Psychological Operations, and science-based methods of measuring effectiveness.\footnote{Ibid., 103-139.}

\textbf{Lessons Learned from the History of the Era}

\textbf{The Korean War and Psychological Warfare}

The Korean War led to the creation of Eighth Army’s Intelligence Branch, G3 Psychological Warfare Division on February 1, 1951.\footnote{G3 Psychological Warfare Division, First Loud-speaker and Leaflet Company, “Report on the Psychological Warfare Conducted by the Eighth Army Units in Korea: 25 June 1950 thru 27 July 1953” (Headquarters, Eighth Army, February 1954), 4.} The Korean War Psychological Warfare units hired Korean and Chinese artists to better appeal to their target audiences.\footnote{Ibid., Section III, 15.} May of 1951 stood as the apex of traditional Psychological Warfare during the Korean War, with 48 loudspeaker missions performed and 2,943 documented surrenders.\footnote{Ibid., Section V, Part I, 35.} Prisoners of War (POWs) were interviewed in order to better understand the enemy, and even to gauge the effectiveness of certain products.\footnote{Albert C. Brauer, “Psychological Warfare Korea 1951” (Paper, Georgetown University, Washington, DC, 1953), 22.} At the end of the
war, it was estimated that one third of the POWs surrendered due to the efforts of Psychological Warfare.\textsuperscript{141}

Multiple reports were commissioned to better understand Psychological Warfare. Studies found that Psychological Warfare had to be practiced by experts, not simply normal soldiers; that effectiveness of messages was not assessed correctly.\textsuperscript{142} The need for liaison officers to facilitate operations with the Air Force was also identified.\textsuperscript{143}

The Central Intelligence Agency

The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) formed out of the remnants of the OSS alongside the Army’s Psychological Warfare units.\textsuperscript{144} The CIA possessed the authority for covert actions, which included similar authorities that the OSS had: Psychological Warfare, deception operations, sabotage, as well as the collection of intelligence.\textsuperscript{145}
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1948, it was officially granted authorities to conduct covert and counter-espionage efforts in periods of peace within the Office of Special Projects.146

The CIA grew while the military drew their Psychological Warfare capabilities down following the Korean War.147 One of the CIA’s now declassified methods of the era was their use and dissemination of material that already existed, specifically art. Their efforts to introduce *Doctor Zhivago* into the Soviet Union in 1958 were extensive.148

*Doctor Zhivago* told the Russian story of disillusionment from revolution and loneliness in an objective and nuanced way. The use of art to influence was significant, as it was a relevant craft continued from the Second World War.

The United States Information Agency

The United States Information Agency (USIA) was created on August 1, 1953 and known overseas as the United States Information Service (USIS).149 It was the third organization given the authority to conduct Psychological Operations and complemented the Army’s Psychological Warfare units and the CIA. The mission of the USIA was to
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influence foreign public opinion and also to advise the President in the foreign opinions of other nations. Some of its initial operations included news broadcasts, libraries, businesses, cartoons, films, and even ballets—all of which would eventually be formalized and sent throughout the world.151

Many programs existed under USIA, from the Fulbright Scholar Program, an academic exchange program; to Voice of America, which included several foreign radio broadcasts; as well as book translation programs to translate popular and important English works to distribute to other countries. At its height the USIA employed 10,000 personnel and had a $1 billion annual budget. The USIA ended in 1999.153


The Operational Research Office and Special Operations Research Office

The Operational Research Office (ORO) of Johns Hopkins University was established during this era and was tasked with auditing Psychological Warfare capabilities to determine what methods achieved the best effects. ORO existed as civilian offices within academia, contracted to assist the military with studies, analysis, and assessments. One such study found that the lessons learned from the World Wars were mostly relearned time and again in the field, that there was no hub of understanding concerning Psychological Warfare, and that there was not even properly constructed doctrine on the practice.

The Special Operations Research Office (SORO) was founded at American University in 1956. SORO’s focus was on doctrine and the operational needs of officers and it was similar in structure to ORO. One SORO project referenced as Prosym, or “propaganda symbols”, led to the creation of over ten manuals for countries edging toward communism. The manuals included entire Psychological Operations campaigns, analysis of the governments, and detailed studies of the populations. ORO and SORO demonstrated the potential of academic integration. SORO was most active in
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the 1950s and 1960s, and eventually transitioned into a research group called Assessing Revolutionary and Insurgent Strategies.\textsuperscript{161}

Other Academia

The 1950s were also an interesting time for academic research. Several large social science studies were funded by the government between 1945 and 1955.\textsuperscript{162} Only one similar study during those years was found that was not funded by the government.\textsuperscript{163} All others received funding from the Air Force, Army, CIA, USIA, or the Office of Naval Research.\textsuperscript{164} The research contributed to military documents and also civilian publications and studies, in many ways culminating in \textit{The Process and Effects of Mass Communication}, a watershed publication on government propaganda programs.\textsuperscript{165} The author, Wilbur Schramm, contributed a wealth of knowledge and research to training material on Psychological Warfare for the CIA and USIA.\textsuperscript{166} Schramm was one of the most influential figures in communication between the 1930s until the 1970s, and his
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influence upon research is still being uncovered, as many of his contributions become declassified with time.\textsuperscript{167}

The Vietnam War Psychological Operations

All organizations conducting Psychological Warfare in Vietnam did so independently of each other for years.\textsuperscript{168} President Lyndon B. Johnson corrected the stovepipes by integrating organizations and preventing the duplication of efforts.\textsuperscript{169} That materialized on July 1, 1965, when the Joint United States Public Affairs Office (JUSPAO) was established to coordinate all propaganda activities among USIS, and Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (MACV) with the USIA in a supervisory role.\textsuperscript{170}

General Westmoreland heavily emphasized the use of Psychological Operations.\textsuperscript{171} The support did not translate to effect, though, as emphasis was placed on the amount of material created and disseminated.\textsuperscript{172} Many operations were conducted
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without proper analysis. The results of the collective Psychological Operations were, “60 [enemy] soldiers per 114,000,000 leaflets, per 1,400 hours of loudspeaker time, per six-week multi-unit, multi-organization effort seemed to represent far less than success if not failure.”

A critical lesson from the Vietnam War was the lack of training that Psychological Operations personnel possessed. Chandler wrote in 1981,

JUSPAO’s “white lie” of producing communications on behalf of the Republic (and, on a lesser scale, the Royal Laotian government) made it vital that all elements of foreignness be eliminated in “light-gray” [Psychological Operations]. Paradoxically, the American weaknesses—insufficient numbers of behavioral scientists and Vietnamese language, history, and culture specialists—had a positive effect in that they forced Americans to rely heavily on their native employees. As a result of this collaboration, most communications probably were in general accord with indigenous predispositions and largely devoid of foreignness. On the other hand, it is arguable whether this reliance on local talent provided sufficient inspiration for high-quality [Psychological Operations].

Relying on local hires could dramatically improve the potential capabilities of any Psychological Operations organization. Without proper training for Psychological Operations personnel, however, they could not adequately manage effects.
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Few individuals had advanced degrees in behavioral sciences. Nearly two thousand personnel were a part of the JUSPAO, demonstrating that quantity does not make up for lack of quality. The most revealing study of the conflict came at its end, The modest results achieved, combined with the inferior persuasive power of most “light-gray” message appeals, clearly suggests that any attempt by one government to substitute for another in communicating with its own people is probably destined to fail. Thus, the most significant lesson to be learned from the propaganda campaign is . . . [a] nation clearly should not try to conduct such an unorthodox communications effort as that attempted by the U.S. in Vietnam.

Much of the Psychological Warfare was ineffective against the civilian population because it was very blatantly propaganda.

The effects that did exist were fiscally significant. The clearest breakdown of the effects included a cost comparison to ground operations,

In 1966 there were over 20,000 defectors, double the number of the preceding year. Total defections of Vietcong returning under [the Chieu Hoi Program] numbered more than 75,000. If we accept the ratio of 10 government soldiers needed for each insurgent guerrilla, this program saved the GVN and the US a troop strength of over 750,000 soldiers. From the dollars-saved angle, the total cost of the program, using a figure of $127 to bring in a Vietcong defector, was around $9.5 million. Since the cost to kill a Vietcong is estimated at $300,000, killing this number of soldiers would have cost $2.25 billion.
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The numbers were more likely reflective of non-combatants escaping the conflict.

Regardless, the results of the program stood as a testament to the constraints imposed upon Psychological Operations. They possessed poor doctrine, were given poor training in language and culture, but still achieved some measurable effects, however flawed.

OPS-33

On January 24, 1964, the MACV officially formed and stood up the Studies and Observations Group (SOG), a Joint organization and the first clandestine military unit since the OSS dissolved post-World War Two.\(^{181}\) SOG contained its own Psychological Warfare unit: OPS-33.\(^{182}\) OPS-33’s chief function was to create black propaganda.\(^{183}\) The black propaganda reinforced negative rumors, such as Chinese men sleeping with the wives of the Chinese troops stationed in Vietnam, or that the Chinese were supplying poorly made ammunition.\(^{184}\)

One of the more elaborate projects from SOG was Project Eldest Son, which was established to dissuade enemy forces from using their weapons caches.\(^{185}\) This was reinforced through AK-47 ammunition and mortar rounds designed to explode upon usage, destroying the weapon system and the operators.\(^{186}\) Project Eldest Son was one of
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the programs that could measure its effects accurately; many accounts existed from the Vietnam War in which American soldiers happened upon North Vietnamese with AK-47s that had exploded, and mortar tubes peeled open like bananas with diseased enemy soldiers surrounding the weapon.\textsuperscript{187}

The Active Measures Working Group

In the background of the 1980s was an increase in disinformation provided by the Soviet Union against the United States. One example was a Soviet operation that claimed the United States created the AIDS virus.\textsuperscript{188} The Soviet Union also spread rumors through their media that the United States disposed of nuclear waste in Africa.\textsuperscript{189} The operation was a part of the active Soviet campaign to discredit United States science; these efforts continue today.\textsuperscript{190}

The Active Measures Working Group was initially formed in 1981, and lasted for roughly a decade.\textsuperscript{191} Attendees included members of the Department of Defense (DoD),
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the CIA, USIA, as well as the Defense Intelligence Agency and the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The nature of the group was that of a collaboration. The group concentrated on illuminating the techniques of the Soviets, publishing several papers of analysis while also working with the newly established strategic Psychological Operations office in 1986—chaired by Alfred H. Paddock Jr., a former commander of the 4th Psychological Operations Group. The Active Measures Working Group achieved great successes during their “road show” operation, which had members travel to U.S. Embassies around the world, exposing Soviet deceptions and influence activities. The group officially met until 1992, when it issued its final report. The working group recently reentered the conversation as an employment option to counter Russian efforts.


Nations rarely change their basic character in time of war. When war starts it is usually too late to re-educate generations already grown up, teach them
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wholly new skills, or develop administrative or operational procedures unknown in peacetime life.

―Paul M.A. Linebarger, *Psychological Warfare*

**Critical Literature of the Era**

President Reagan, having served himself within the ranks of the First Motion Picture Unit, understood the importance of Psychological Operations and directed the Department of Defense to rebuild the capability. A total evaluation of the state of Psychological Operations uncovered a series of gaps. The solution was the *1985 Psychological Operations Master Plan.* The Cold War may have ended with the fall of the Soviet Union in 1991, but the Cold War Era of Psychological Operations ended in 1985 with the publication of this era-defining document. The plan included over two hundred actions to be taken over the course of several years. Some of the suggestions included the increase of Psychological Operations personnel in the rest of the Joint force, a suggestion that was not addressed for decades to come.
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Other suggestions included education of conventional forces, which had little understanding of Psychological Operations. The plan also disparaged the transition away from Foreign Area Officer training for Psychological Operations officers. The Psychological Operations and Civil Affairs functional areas were initially included in the training for Foreign Area Officers, with advanced degrees and cultural training provided. The 1990 Psychological Operations Master Plan took the efforts of the 1985 plan even further, with six areas of concentration: doctrine, unique functions of a Psychological Operations staff, force structure, a Joint Psychological Operations Center, planning, as well as education and training.

One Psychological Operations officer wrote in 1998 that he believed there should exist a Joint Psychological Operations Command under USSOCOM led by a general officer. This was just one of a multitude of examples of the 1985 plan rippling through the era. Another identified the need in 2005 for Psychological Operations to modernize beyond the Cold War, citing doctrine that concentrated on the tactical level, and recommendations that Psychological Operations address individual training.
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recommendations.\textsuperscript{208} More input concerning Psychological Operations was written in 2007, which discussed how maximizing the psychological battlespace could benefit operations in the future. Campaign plans and integration were a focus of the study, which insisted that Psychological Operations conduct proper target audience analysis to empower detailed and overarching plans.\textsuperscript{209}

That same year, RAND published a deep analysis of public support in war with their \textit{Enlisting Madison Avenue}.\textsuperscript{210} In their analysis, they called for lessons learned from the marketing community to be intermixed with the separate lessons learned from military actions.\textsuperscript{211} The analysis concluded that training needed to be improved upon.\textsuperscript{212} In their recommendations section, the authors encouraged analytic, data driven joint operations that would complement the greater needs of the military missions.\textsuperscript{213}

RAND followed up \textit{Enlisting Madison Avenue} with the most comprehensive and impactful study of Psychological Operations in the modern era: \textit{U.S. Military Information
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Operations in Afghanistan. The study was conducted over several years and primarily covered the operations conducted in Afghanistan up to 2010. What the study found was that several operations achieved great effect, and just as many operations did not. The most successful Psychological Operations were integrated cohesively at all levels of operations, with soldiers at the lowest level empowered to influence using face-to-face engagements with key leaders to build relationships. The failures cited within the 2012 RAND study included a lack of measures of effectiveness, poor integration, and ineffectively countering the enemy’s campaigns to influence. The suggestions on methods of improvement included testing messages before disseminating them, surveys to measure effectiveness, using key communicators, and rewriting doctrine to fit the realistic needs of the organizations. The study also suggested information be released in order to better inform the population.

In 2016 a group of Psychological Operations officers attended the Navy Postgraduate School where they took part in a study on the state of Psychological
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Their analysis found some common threads similar to past findings. These included a lack of guidance for Psychological Operations at the strategic level, in part due to the dissolving of the United States Information Agency. They also identified a lack of an assigned lead for any such strategic influence, or a synchronization mechanism to nest and manage operations.

Another article from 2016 was written by the author of this study and an Air Force Behavioral Scientist, Whitney O’Connel. The article emphasized that Psychological Operations could better measure effectiveness by standardizing operations with cognitive models and frameworks. The article highlighted the repercussions of Psychological Operations personnel measuring effects incorrectly, and also suggested the Validation, Testing, and Evaluations Detachment (VTED) in Afghanistan could be used as a model by placing such a section within each Psychological Operations Group.

A study was completed by Bradley M. Carr in 2017 on the need to implement the Joint Interagency Task Force (JIATF) concept with the Global Engagement Center.
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(GEC). The study acknowledged the issues that the GEC has experienced, but also spoke of its potential as a concept. Most importantly, the author referenced a framework developed by Henry Mintzberg about organizational fit. In essence, the argument posited by the study was that the environment necessitated a shift and that,

According to Mintzberg, the best organization for dealing with an unstable, complex, diverse, and potentially hostile environment is an adhocracy. An adhocracy is a “flat” organization with a focus on mutual adjustment and extensive liaison devices having a decentralized organic structure and horizontal job specialization.

The tradeoff for an adhocracy was a need to constantly innovate. Carr concluded that an ahocracy could exist within a bureaucracy.

Most recently, criticism echoing the past discussed the United States military’s ability to counter the misinformation campaigns related to the COVID-19 virus. The argument of “Battling COVID-19, Is DoD Prepared for an Onslaught of Disinfo and
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Propaganda From Foreign Competitors?” was that the military would not be capable of affecting such misinformation campaigns, even if the authority to do so was granted,

Looking inward and under the umbrella, even the more focused Army Psychological Operations professional is limited by doctrine and supporting education. They learn basic marketing principles nested around themes and lines of persuasion, but instruction doesn’t overly highlight the human dimension, cognitive/cultural reasoning, and/or measuring influence over time. Many of the criticisms of Psychological Operations can be traced to this divide.  

The proposal from the article was to improve Psychological Operations training to include social science theory, survey methodology training, data-driven measurement of effectiveness, and, “Contract vehicles employed to address the current and future fight are not the panacea, written by officers not specifically trained in above gaps.” The article concluded that organizations like the GEC did not need to be replaced, but empowered to integrate with the other organizations.

Lessons Learned from the History of the Era

The 1985 Psychological Operations Master Plan

The master plans led to the creation and end of several commands, sections, and plans to create a Joint Psychological Operations structure. The Joint Psychological Operations Center stood up for a time. Subsequent iterations included the Joint Psychological Support Element in 2004, renamed the Joint Military Information Support Command in 2009 and later dismantled in 2011 when the Military Information Support
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Operations Command was established for three years before also dissolving. The criticisms from literature were not addressed by those organizations.

Panama

The Psychological Operations Group in charge of Central American operations was aware of the tensions in Panama prior to the invasion and it conducted early target audience analysis to build contingency plans two years prior to the conflict. This included “pre-recorded TV, radio, and loudspeaker tapes; radio and loudspeaker scripts; music, and designs for printed leaflets and posters,” and would later prove to be invaluable upon deploying in 1989 for Operations Just Cause and Promote Liberty. Psychological Operations forces developed and disseminated hundreds of thousands of products, facilitating surrenders throughout the entire country. The Psychological Operations efforts led to the surrender of 2,000 enemy soldiers in ten days without any United States casualties received from the units that employed the Psychological Operations personnel.
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The Gulf War

The Gulf War encompassed Operation Desert Shield and Operation Desert Storm. Some initial concepts for the invasion of Iraq templated a massive air campaign combined with Psychological Operations alongside additional international sanctions intended to force Iraq to the negotiation table.\textsuperscript{243} An amphibious assault from the east was also discussed.\textsuperscript{244} This was not the plan that was executed, but it spoke volumes of the appeal of Psychological Operations. Radio stations, deception, and leaflets defined the environment.\textsuperscript{245} The leader of Iraq, Saddam Hussein, became the primary target for Psychological Operations.\textsuperscript{246} General Schwarzkopf participated in the efforts to seed deception by publicly visiting the Marine units that were rumored to be training for a false beach landing. Members of the Media were allowed to accompany Schwarzkopf, which added more rumors and speculation reinforcing the beach invasion.\textsuperscript{247} Schwarzkopf was adamant that Psychological Operations be done well and incorporated,
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saying, “If we do go to war, psychological operations are going to be absolutely a critical, critical part of any campaign that we must get involved in.”  

Other reinforcing efforts in the deception included Psychological Operations teams postured along the border with Kuwait. The teams were attached to a joint effort alongside signal and smoke units. Together, a group of a few hundred looked like thousands of soldiers postured to support the Marines once they landed to the east. Global Positioning and space assets were a complication. Iraq purchased its space imagery from the Système Pour l'Observation de la Terre (SPOT), a commercial French satellite constellation. What Iraq did not realize was that France agreed to delay the imagery from SPOT, so the images that Iraq received were not accurate.

The result was that Saddam had to rely on his intelligence network on the ground and on the United States’ Cable News Network (CNN), which did not realize it was
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feeding Saddam misconstrued information.\textsuperscript{254} As with previous conflicts, the acceptance of Psychological Operations by conventional forces was slow. Jack Summe, a liaison planner that coordinated Psychological Operations leaflets, was initially met with skepticism and would often be openly mocked, “However, when reports filtered into [the United States Central Command Air Forces] of thousands of Iraqis surrendering, opinion changed. When Jack Summe walked into the targeting cell on February 25, he received a standing ovation.”\textsuperscript{255} The success was earned, and, “Ninety-eight percent of the 87,000 POWs captured either possessed or had seen Psychological Operations leaflets that provided them with instructions on how to approach U.S. troops to surrender.”\textsuperscript{256} The success was unprecedented. When the Coalition had massed forces to the west, preparing for a massive flanking maneuver from the opposite direction, the Iraqi forces were unprepared. The ground battle was over within 100 hours.

The Strategic Studies Detachment and the Cultural Intelligence Element

During this period the Strategic Studies Detachment was established within Psychological Operations. Each regionally aligned Psychological Operations Battalion
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had several of the analysts that would produce Psychological Operations studies and assist in operations when needed.\textsuperscript{257} Defined most accurately in a 2015 manual, [The Strategic Studies Detachment] is an important source of finished analytical intelligence products that are tailored to the needs of the entire [Psychological Operations] force, the [Global Combatant Commands], and the intelligence community. Finished products are primarily intended and designed to support the operational requirements of the combatant com-mands and of U.S. [Psychological Operations] forces worldwide, although they also are used by a variety of other organizations, such as the [Department of State]. These studies provide combatant commanders with [Psychological Operations] perspectives on issues of direct significance to peacetime strategy, joint operation planning, and operational preparations.\textsuperscript{258}

The name of the detachment would later change to the Cultural Intelligence Cell and also the Cultural Intelligence Element.\textsuperscript{259} Civilian analysts from the section deployed alongside uniformed members during Operation Restore Hope in Somalia.\textsuperscript{260} Some operations included leaflets, consolidation operations, newspaper, and radio efforts, and language capabilities.\textsuperscript{261}
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The United States budget changes in 2013 under what was then called “sequestration” impacted the Cultural Intelligence Element.\(^{262}\) Chief among the personnel affected in Special Operations were the civilians.\(^{263}\) The cuts removed 14% of the civilians from the Army.\(^{264}\) The events led to some actions to freeze civilian hiring, to include the Cultural Intelligence Element.\(^{265}\) Even though the Cultural Intelligence Element continued to be identified as a force multiplier to be emulated by the military, the hiring freeze in 2013 was never lifted for the section.\(^{266}\) As of the writing of this study, all members of the Cultural Intelligence Element that retire are no longer replaced, slowly removing the traces of academia from within the Psychological Operations Regiment.

Despite this hiring freeze, the Army Special Operations Forces 2022 plan included the revitalization of the Cultural Intelligence Element as one of the key


objectives for the Psychological Operations Regiment. The latest Army Special Operations Forces plan for 2035 does not mention the Cultural Intelligence Element. The 2035 plan mentions how important it is for Special Operations to understand and influence foreign culture 15 separate times. Despite the situation, the Cultural Intelligence Element continues to receive accolades as a model to emulate and reference.

The Joint Interagency Task Force

The relationships between the Department of State and the Department of Defense would strengthen when the War on Drugs began to gain traction at the end of the 1980s. The Joint Interagency Task Force-South (JIATF-South) was developed to facilitate drug interdiction in multiple domains, which led to interagency apprehensions. JIATF-South was a national task force, meaning it could legally be
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allotted billets from other government organizations to facilitate shared missions leveraging the authorities of each organization. JIATF-South was a flat organization, which led to improved networking, communication, and team cohesion abnormal within bureaucracies. Of significance was its ability to expand and integrate partner nations into its operations when needed, because of the adaptability provided by its flat construct. Later, during a 2012 Committee on the Armed Services hearing, Congressmen asked if the model of JIATF-South could be replicated. The response was that it was believed the JIATF-South model could be replicated to address complex threats by decentralizing command and control and providing general oversight through the combatant commands.

Joint Special Operations University and Academia

The Joint Special Operations University (JSOU) was established in 2000 in order to provide specific training courses to the Joint Special Operations community. Academia continued to maintain organizations to study the influence and information
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environment. Stanford’s Internet Observatory was developed in order to track and understand the variety of information that was present in the environment. Others, such as Hamilton 2.0, aimed to identify fake news. Other examples of successful academic integration include USASOC’s partnership with Notre Dame. The pilot program paired Notre Dame’s Business on the Frontlines program with members of USASOC by addressing threats and violent actors in unstable countries by addressing economic needs to affect change.

Lessons Lost

Psychological Operations were employed improperly in the Battle of Fallujah. In one case, they used loudspeakers to try and induce a surrender, but instead of using messaging they used the theme song from the movie *Team America*. The practice led to moments of confusion between United States forces and aggravated the potential for friendly fire, continually revealing friendly locations to the enemy. By the end of the
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battle, Psychological Operations was discounted by the ground forces as ineffective.\textsuperscript{284} No enemy surrenders were recorded resulting from the loudspeaker operations. Rewards programs in Afghanistan to capture Taliban leadership were deemed ineffective.\textsuperscript{285} Many themes associated with Psychological Operations programs were effective initially but failed to align with reality. After 2005, it was nearly impossible for Psychological Operations to argue that the Coalition was bringing peace, but it still maintained that theme for years.\textsuperscript{286}

Successes in the Global War on Terror

One of the most prolific operations was the use of Radios In A Box (RIABs), which were deployable FM radio stations.\textsuperscript{287} Seventy RIABs were operating at the height of the war in Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{288} Hand crank radios were disseminated in order to facilitate listenership.\textsuperscript{289} Studies on the effectiveness of Psychological Operations found RIABs to

\begin{footnotes}
\item[286] Ibid.
\item[287] Peter Cary, \textit{The Pentagon, Information Operations, and International Media Development: A Report to the Center for International Media Assistance} (Washington, DC: Center for International Media Assistance, November 23, 2010), 27.
\item[288] Ibid.
\end{footnotes}
be one of the most effective Psychological Operations conducted during the conflicts.\textsuperscript{290} The greatest successes beyond the RIABs were when conventional force commanders understood the need to integrate Psychological Operations into their forces.\textsuperscript{291}

Palantir

Palantir was founded in 2004 as a big-data company that was able to process large amounts of classified information.\textsuperscript{292} The Army was initially hesitant at the growth of the relationship, taking Palantir to court to dispute a contract, ending in Palantir provide a multitude of reasons for why it could support the requirements of the Army mission using commercial solutions.\textsuperscript{293} The hesitation of the Army was not reflective of the relationship with SOCOM, which used the precedent of the case—resulting in Palantir being granted a sole-source contract in 2016.\textsuperscript{294} Palantir offers many functions, but is most famous for


its reported All Source Information Fusion software.\textsuperscript{295} That software was designed to, “bring together intelligence and other information gathered by SOCOM.”\textsuperscript{296} Palantir later became a Defense Program of Record, and was awarded an even larger contract with the Pentagon in 2019.\textsuperscript{297}

The “Great Divorce”

Several upsets occurred between the 1985 and 1990 master plans. The authors of the 1985 \textit{Psychological Operations Master Plan} believed that Psychological Operations were being hindered within the Special Operations community, and not given the recognition they deserved.\textsuperscript{298} Their efforts drove them to attempt to remove Psychological Operations from any association with Special Operations.\textsuperscript{299} This would later be granted, to a degree.\textsuperscript{300} Psychological Operations was separated into an active duty component and a United States Army Reserve (USAR) component.\textsuperscript{301}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{297} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{298} Paddock, “No More Tactical Information Detachments,” 37.
\item \textsuperscript{299} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{300} Quayle, Schiltz, and Stangle, “Rethinking PSYOP,” 37.
Psychological Operations Groups on active duty would serve within Special Operations and the USAR units would support conventional units.  

The Human Terrain System

The Human Terrain System was launched in 2005 and was first deployed in 2007. The program was partially modeled from the Cultural Intelligence Element. It was to exist as a support mechanism for conventional forces, integrating anthropologists and other social scientists. The program was met with great debate, as many academics distanced themselves from the program as politicians and the media weighed in. The result was a lack of support for the program by academics. The Human Terrain System cost a total of $700 million and it deployed over 1,000 social scientists at

---
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its height. It was not replaced by any other programs once it ended. There were claims that the capability would be transferred further into Special Operations, but that did not lead to further support to the Cultural Intelligence Element.

Afghanistan

A report by USA Today in 2012 included a deep level of investigative journalism concerning a contracting company in Afghanistan. According to the article, “The company produces leaflets and broadcasts urging Afghans to support their government and eschew the Taliban.” The company discussed, Leonie, was the contracting company that worked with the Military Information Support Task Force-Afghanistan (MISTF-A)— the Psychological Operations command in Afghanistan. The investigative reporting described MISTF-A’s mission and its relationship with Leonie, Contractors like Leonie plant unattributed broadcasts, plaster the countryside in war zones with billboards, stage concerts and drop leaflets with the intent of bending the will of civilians and combatants to U.S. aims. Contracts show that the
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companies often measure the effects of the propaganda they produce, essentially grading their own work, although the military reviews the metrics. ³¹⁴

The report was critical of the efforts, which appeared to be very similar to the JUSPAO’s failed model.

Other notable points from the report were the focus on production instead of effectiveness. ³¹⁵ A since partially-unclassified Inspector General report was completed around the same time that verified that Leonie was measuring its own effectiveness with the Validation, Testing, and Evaluations Detachment (VTED). ³¹⁶ Many of the problems were addressed and successful iterations of the VTED followed. ³¹⁷ The Inspector General report emphasized the importance of the contracting officer’s representative (COR), who was responsible for shaping the way the civilian contracting company executed the mission and what standards would need to be upheld to determine success. ³¹⁸ It was clear that the VTED should still assist in driving analysis of the
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products and assisting in development, but that it should act as a third party for assessments. 

The Special Operations Joint Task Force

The Special Operations Joint Task Force (SOJTF) concept evolved out of the need for an adaptable and deployable command under USASOC. The First Special Forces Command was stood up on September 30, 2014. The intent behind the First Special Forces Command was to build a command within Special Operations that could deploy at any moment and represent the core of a SOJTF—a Two Star Special Operations command that could nest other Special Operations task forces within it and liaise with conventional forces as needed. SOJTFs were conceptualized to be scalable, modular, and tailorable to any assigned mission sets, to include Large-Scale Combat Operations. They were also designed to incorporate Information Warfare Task Forces. The Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) rose out of the remnants of al Qaeda
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following the United States withdrawal from Iraq. Much of the land taken by ISIS was recaptured by 2017. This was due to many factors, chief among them was the deployment of the SOJTF at the beginning of the conflict.

Effects Cells

The fight against ISIS necessitated innovation within Psychological Operations. Deployable Effects Cells were developed and subsequently used at various levels, designed to address complicated problems that ISIS presented. One was deployed in 2019 to support Special Operations Joint Task Force-Operation Inherent Resolve (SOJTF-OIR). The cell’s official name was the Psychological Operations Publicly Available Information Exploitation Cell (PPEX), which leveraged their authorities to conduct target audience analysis research by mapping the information environment. The PPEX did so with the help of a behavioral scientist and provided a
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framework that other Psychological Operations personnel could replicate. The PPEX was also not the only time in recent years that the Psychological Operations Regiment attempted to integrate modeling. An iteration of the VTED did so in Afghanistan in 2015.

The Global Engagement Center

On March 14, 2016, President Obama signed an executive order establishing the Global Engagement Center (GEC) under the State Department, and giving it the responsibility of counterterrorism messaging. The GEC first answered its mission by turning to academia to fund research. In theory, the GEC would counter ISIS, address misinformation, and be the modern equivalent of the USIA or the CPI. The GEC did not receive praise for its operations or attempts to affect the information environment. Investigative journalism reported that, as of 2018, the GEC had not used any of its
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funding to pay for methods to counter information from Russia or China, two of its named adversaries. The result was analysts began to leave the GEC, reportedly frustrated at the lack of support and high levels of bureaucracy.

Modern Special Forces Training

Special Forces first established military occupational specialties (MOSs) in 1958. They together formed a single unit of action—a team of 12 individuals. The MOSs remain the same and include 18A, the officer; 18B, weapons sergeants; 18C, engineer sergeants; 18D, medical sergeant; 18E, communications sergeant; and 18F, the intelligence and combat support sergeant. Each Special Forces team also has a Warrant Officer, the 180A, which are recruited from already trained Special Forces
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The Warrant Officer MOS was added in the early 1980s. The current training pipeline consists of 65 weeks of training. The training includes 6 weeks of instruction in Unconventional Warfare, theory, history and concepts; 9 weeks of small unit tactics and survival training; 16 weeks of specialized training for the separate MOSs; 4 weeks for their culmination exercise; 25 weeks for language training; and an additional 5 weeks of added regional training, concepts, and credentialing.

The MOSs necessitated further advanced training conducted for Special Forces under their Advanced Skills Detachments. MOS training specialized each Special Forces member, Advanced Skills Detachment courses provided continuing education to further specialize personnel within Special Forces to hone their crafts.

Modern Psychological Operations Training

There are currently two MOSs for Psychological Operations: 37A, the Psychological Operations officer, and 37F, or the Psychological Operations NCO. There is not a single type of Psychological Operation team as found in Special Forces;
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the two most common are Regional Psychological Operations Teams, and Tactical Psychological Operations Teams. Teams have been subsidized with attached 25M—the graphic design MOS—soldiers in the past. Cultural Intelligence Element personnel have also deployed with the teams.

Training for active duty Psychological Operations personnel consists of 43 weeks of training. It includes two weeks of history and orientation, 25 weeks of language training, 8 weeks of training in conducting Psychological Operations, 4 weeks of regional and cultural training, and 4 weeks of exercises. USAR Psychological Operations training is 17 weeks of distance learning, with a 4 week residence portion that includes a culmination exercise. It does not include language or cultural training.

Psychological Operations Recruiting

Current recruiting focuses on physical fitness, and interest in culture over other traits. The Go Army page for Psychological Operations officers lists: intelligent, physically fit, and, “Able to perform under physical and mental pressure,” as the most
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helpful attributes an officer could have to pursue Psychological Operations. There is no mention of the need for artists and graphic designers, no mention of behavioral science degrees being incredibly useful, and little discussion on culture. This could improve as the Army has begun a push to improve talent management. The result is a system designed to better identify expertise within the force.

The Narrative Fusion Cell

The Psychological Operations Regiment began integrating several concepts starting in 2015 when USASOC determined that the Psychological Operations Regiment had several gaps that would need to be addressed. The result was the establishment of three separate entities within Psychological Operations: the S3X to conduct and facilitate sensitive activities within each Psychological Operations Group; the Special Military Information Support Operations Teams, which concentrated on Sensitive Activities; and the Narrative Fusion Cells, to address essentially four pillars of functionality. The Narrative Fusion Cells were to reside within each regionally aligned Psychological Operations Battalion, and they were given four tasks as their primary mission:
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1. Repository of information. Manage resources, historical information, lessons learned series data, and all data related to operations with a focus on integrating those lessons into operations.

2. Academic resource. Manage regional narratives throughout the missions, which would include cultural analysis, Center of Gravity analysis, Psychological Operations assessments, debriefing missions, and conducting after action reviews to assist in future operations planning.

3. Sensitive activities capability. Training and support to serve as a node for expertise in military deception, Special Technical Operations, Cyber and Electromagnetic Spectrum support to Psychological Operations, intelligence, and social media integration, as well as the ability to study emerging needs and capabilities, provide liaison support to the Global Combatant Commands and Theater Special Operations Commands when needed, and interagency or joint coordination.

4. Deployable. Deploy and form the nucleus for a Joint or Army-specific Psychological Operations Task Force, to include pre-positioning, and support to emerging threats.357

The final task, “Deployable” was similar to the First Special Forces Command’s ability to deploy as a SOJTF. The Narrative Fusion Cell was informally organized separately by each Psychological Operations battalion, manned with the personnel that were available.358 The manning was inconsistent due to the operational needs of the Psychological Operations Regiment—many of the personnel were dedicated to missions and could not fill the positions (see figure 1).359

357 Rosales, 1st POB (A) Narrative Fusion Cell Concept and Implementation.
358 Ibid.
359 Ibid.
Steps were taken this year to formalize the Narrative Fusion Cells, now called the Technical Information Section. The concept was determined to be a partial solution to the 2015 gaps if supported properly.

The 2020 DOTMLPF-P Change Recommendation

A DOTMLPF-P Change Recommendation (DCR) is in the submission and approval process.\textsuperscript{360} It is not yet formally approved. The recommendations of this study account for the DOTMLPF-P Change Recommendation restructure—which include formal positions for the Technical Information Section, Special Psychological Operations

\textsuperscript{360} Lock, \textit{DOTmLPF-P Change Recommendation for PSYOP Unit of Action Redesign} (Fort Bragg, NC: United States Army Special Operations Command, 2020).
Teams, and a shift in the structure of Psychological Operations battalions within both Groups (see figures 2 and 3).  

Figure 2. Current Special Operations Psychological Operations Force Structure


The DOTMLPF-P Change Recommendation will place each TIS within a battalion, with another TIS at each Psychological Operations Group. Each TIS is so far
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directed to execute the same four tasks in order to address the gaps identified from the 2015 Psychological Operations Assessment.

The current force structure includes Psychological Operations Groups (POGs), Headquarters and Headquarters Companies (HHC), Psychological Operations Battalions (POBs), Headquarters Service Companies (HSCs), Regional Psychological Operations Companies (RPOs), and Tactical Psychological Operations Companies (TPOs). The proposed force structure will standardize the Psychological Operations companies to a single unit of action (see figure 3). The DOTMLPF-P Change Recommendation will also introduce a team concept, called a Psychological Operations Detachment. Psychological Operations Detachments will become a standard unit of action similar to how the Special Forces 12-individual teams are a standard unit of action. A recommendation for the future of those teams is included in chapter 5 of this study.
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Figure 3. Proposed Special Operations Psychological Operations Force Structure

Source: Lock, DOTmLPF-P Change Recommendation for PSYOP Unit of Action Redesign (Fort Bragg, NC: United States Army Special Operations Command, 2020), 5.

This study assumes that the above changes will be approved.

Information Warfare and Multi-Domain Operations

Military psychological operations are inherently joint operations.  
—Frank L. Goldstein and Daniel W. Jacobowitz, 
*Psychological Operations Principles and Case Studies*

---

The military is developing the ability to conduct Multi-Domain Operations. The Department of Defense has begun to address the need to conduct Information Warfare, or war in the domains of, “space, cyberspace, the electromagnetic spectrum, and the information environment.” Special Operations is a part of the solution, and, as a result, the Information Warfare Task Force (IWTF) is a concept under development. It does not conflict with the joint doctrinal concept of Information Operations. Rather, it couches Information Operations in warfighting language as a means to address the challenges outlined in the national security documents.

Psychological Operations are the core of Information Warfare. The IWTF concept integrates Psychological Operations with military deception, Civil Affairs, Space, Operational Security, Social Media Operations, and Special Technical Operations under a single task force. The IWTF concept would fall within a SOJTF as one of its subordinate task forces.

The IWTF now may function to bring the many capabilities within the Joint force together. Concepts like intelligence integrators and Irregular Warfare Analysis now exist. The Air Force has formally established the Behavioral Science/Human Factors
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Scientists with a focus on research and analysis. The United States Navy has developed their Information Warfare Community concept. Synchronizers of information related capabilities in the form of Information Operations officers exist within the Army and the Marine Corps. Foreign disclosure officers can approve the declassification of previously classified information. Public Affairs officers release truthful information and liaise between the media and military. Judge advocates have been writing extensively of the ability for the law to be used as a tool of influence—known as “Lawfare”, or the, “use of law as a means of accomplishing what might otherwise require the application of traditional military force.”


Targeting Warrant Officers have continued to function as critical capabilities in the Joint environment as experts in target acquisition, methodology, and synchronization or coordination of Joint Fires.\textsuperscript{380} The interrogator MOS has transitioned into the Human Intelligence MOS.\textsuperscript{381} Strategic Debriefers also complement those efforts.\textsuperscript{382} Functional Area 49, Operations Research/Systems Analysis (ORSA) personnel conduct operational research as, “organic experts in data science, data analytics, data visualization, and other big data specialties.”\textsuperscript{383} Contracting Officer’s Representatives are critical to contracts being written and executed correctly.\textsuperscript{384} Functional Area 57, Simulation Operations Officers, are the proponent for Knowledge Management and lessons learned within the Army.\textsuperscript{385} The Army also has other programs to ensure the lessons learned are maintained, to include its Field Historians program.\textsuperscript{386}

\textsuperscript{380} U.S. Army Recruiting Command, “Warrant Officer Prerequisites and Duty Description.”

\textsuperscript{381} U.S. Army, “Special Forces Intelligence Sergeant (18F).”


Modern Government Innovation

The National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA) has also acknowledged the emerging needs of great power competition and modernization.\textsuperscript{387} The “Next NGA West” concept is an effort that the NGA began in order to modernize.\textsuperscript{388} The project began in 2015 and construction of their new integrated facilities is projected to be completed by 2025.\textsuperscript{389} The concept also includes facilities that will have a little over half of the space dedicated to their classified work, with the rest of the space divided into flex space as needed for conferences, collaboration, or exercises, unclassified areas, and an area available to the public in order to facilitate their relationships with academia and industry.\textsuperscript{390}

The United States military has also acknowledged the need for continued innovative and adaptive thinking. Concepts like Red Teams have emerged, discussing methods to facilitate objective problem solving and adaptive organizations.\textsuperscript{391} Red Teaming is, “a flexible cognitive approach to thinking and planning that is specifically

\textsuperscript{387} Robert D. Sharp (Speech, U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, KS, August 27, 2019).
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taught to each organization and each situation.” The University of Foreign Military and
Cultural Studies under the Combined Arms Center offers courses to military
servicemembers to receive Red Team training. Red Team organizations have been
developed from the same scientific research—such as Google’s Project Aristotle—that
many innovative organizations throughout industry have adopted.

Summary and Conclusions

From a tactical perspective, [Operation] Just Cause demonstrated that the
joint operations were not only possible but imperative in future wars so long as all
units involved could talk to each other and operate together under a single chain
of command . . . Just Cause showed what a combat multiplier [Psychological
Operations] can be when fully integrated into the tactical plan.

—Robert H. Scales, Jr., Certain Victory

This literature review first sought to understand the depth and scope of the
literature written about Psychological Operations. Several lessons learned were briefly
discussed as they applied to this study. This literature review assisted in framing
Psychological Operations in the present day. The uniqueness of this study was clear.
Many theses have contributed to the growing knowledge and understanding of
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Psychological Operations. Few works attempted to analyze the history of Psychological Operations and none synthesized the lessons of the past beyond the literature reviews.

The 1985 Psychological Operations Master Plan developed many concepts that were implemented and contributed to the success of the Psychological Operations Regiment. Those successes were in the past. This study found that a Joint-level Psychological Operations functionality, branch, or organization cannot be developed out of nothing. Every attempt to do so led to failure, either because of funding, personalities, or a lack of authorities given to exercise the capabilities. That realization greatly impacted the recommendations of this study. If the review of literature did not include the eras preceding the 1985 Psychological Operations Master Plan, then the recommendations of this study would have been similar to other theses written since 1985.
CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Methodology Introduction

This section of the study synthesized military doctrine with academic research design methodology. The methodology selected for this study was rooted in Research Design. Qualitative Research Methods was also critical in justifying the qualitative research approach. Practical Research fleshed out some of the concepts described by Tracy. The military doctrine component was primarily referenced from The Manual for the Operation of the Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System (JCIDS), and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Instruction 3170.01I.

Addressing the Questions

Documents and data on the subject were retrieved from a variety of sources. The reviewed materiel includes books, scholarly journals, previously published theses, government documents, past and present military doctrine, After Action Reviews (AARs), declassified Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) documents released through the CIA, and journalists. Much of this research was conducted by gathering information from the following locations:
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1. Presidential Libraries
2. The National Archive
3. The Combined Arms Research Library (CARL)
4. The Center for Army Lessons Learned (CALL)
5. Joint Lessons Learned Information System (JLLIS)
6. The USASOC Historian
7. USASOC Psychological Operations Lessons Learned Proponency
8. Journal Storage (JSTOR)
9. The Vietnam Center & Sam Johnson Vietnam Archive (TTU)
10. National Defense University (NDU)
11. Joint Special Operations University (JSOU)
12. Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC)
13. The Federation of American Scientists
14. Center for Naval Analyses
15. The RAND Corporation

Criteria

Criteria were used to verify the validity of sources. Primary sources were sought out whenever possible in order to mitigate any potential inaccuracies. When not available, peer reviewed bodies of work and historical analysis were sought. Journalist bodies of work were referenced. Journalist material was used primarily for the modern era. Methods of mitigation were discussed in chapter 1 of this study.
Research Methodology

This study began with an *a priori* hypothesis and then proceeded through a qualitative design approach. An *a priori* hypothesis is an initial hypothesis proposed prior to research.\(^\text{399}\) A deductive reasoning framework was used to systematically sift through the research, complemented with a pragmatic worldview, which also empowered a bricolage approach. The research was then broken down into case studies for analysis, which were each of the four eras of Psychological Operations. Specific examples from the eras were presented for analysis. Analysis was conducted through DOTMLPF-P. Finally, a concluding hypothesis was made and followed by recommendations. This is represented in Methodological Flow figure (see figure 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><em>A Priori Hypothesis</em></th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Framework</th>
<th>Worldview</th>
<th>Data Synthesis</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial Hypothesis</td>
<td>Qualitative Design</td>
<td>Deductive Reasoning</td>
<td>Pragmatic</td>
<td>Case Studies</td>
<td>DOTMLPF-P</td>
<td>Concluding Hypothesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 Gaps</td>
<td>Research Questions and Addressing the Questions</td>
<td>Eras of Psychological Operations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Research Questions Answered</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4. Methodological Flow**

*Source:* Created by author. This figure demonstrates how the 2015 Gaps, Research Questions were addressed and synthesized within the eras prior to analysis.

\(^{399}\) Leedy, Ellis, and Johnson, *Practical Research*, 5.
A Priori Hypothesis

The a priori hypothesis was that the Army Psychological Operations Regiment has not heeded the lessons learned from history and if those lessons were incorporated, they could be used to address the Operational Context presented in chapter 1 of this study. A proposed solution is to optimize the already presented solutions within the Psychological Operations organization, specifically the Narrative Fusion Cell concept. This study was a systematic journey of objective reasoning to remove bias from the a priori hypothesis.

Design

The qualitative variables that became the focus of this research were defined in the first chapter of this study and included the gaps from the 2015 Psychological Operations Assessment, as well as information that could answer the research questions. Qualitative design approaches empower experiences through context and facilitate insight into events that would not be identified through quantitative approaches.\(^400\) This design approach also led to the identification of potential follow-on research that would not have been recognized using other approaches.\(^401\)

Framework

Deductive reasoning is “valuable for generating research hypotheses and testing theories.”\(^402\) Deductive reasoning is defined as, “a ‘top-down’ type of reasoning that begins with broad generalizations and theories and then moves to the observation of

\(^{400}\) Tracy, Qualitative Research Methods, 5.

\(^{401}\) Ibid.

\(^{402}\) Leedy, Ellis, and Johnson, Practical Research, 21.
particular circumstances in order to confirm or falsify the theory.”403 Deductive reasoning was chosen because it is a structure,

In which researchers (a) begin with a broad or general theory; (b) make an educated guess or a hypothesis about the social world on the basis of this theory; (c) conduct research that tests the hypothesis; and (d) use the evidence gathered from that research to confirm or disconfirm the original theory.404

This aspect of the research was demonstrated in the presentation of information. It was the reasons an *a priori* hypothesis was selected. The gaps identified in the 2015 *Psychological Operations Assessment* were used to frame the research and identify lessons learned that could also nest within the gaps. The gaps were:

1. Insufficient target audience analysis training and tools.
2. Poor language capability.
3. Poor cultural understanding.
4. No consistent connection to academia.
5. No standard for data analysis.
6. No standards for measuring effects.
7. Tactical narrative not nested with strategic narratives.405

Care was taken to identify if those gaps occurred in the past. The research questions were framed by considering the gaps.
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Worldview

The worldview and philosophy chosen was the pragmatic worldview, as it empowered the study to focus on the research question and was not focused narrowly on any one system. Pragmatism is, “a philosophical tradition that—very broadly—understands knowing the world as inseparable from agency within it.” Pragmatism allowed for the integration of aspects of the scientific method, historical research method, and grounded theory research.

Pragmatism has also been defined as, “clarifying concepts and hypotheses and for identifying empty disputes.” Pragmatism acknowledges the nature of Psychological Operations as human constructs that would not exist without the acceptance of the effects of individuals and societies. Psychological Operations must be studied with a pragmatic worldview in order to remove bias from the researcher’s pre-established phenomenology. Phenomenology is the way individuals, “experience themselves and their world.”

Aspects of the scientific method that were integrated included the selection of the a priori hypothesis, and also justified the framework,

Traditionally, the term scientific method has referred to an approach in which a researcher (a) identifies a problem that defines the goal of one’s quest; (b) posits a hypothesis that, if confirmed, resolves the problem; (c) gathers data relevant to the

_____________________
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hypothesis; and (d) analyzes and interprets the data to see whether they support the hypothesis and resolve the question that instigated the research.411

Historical research is, “An effort to reconstruct or interpret historical events through the gathering and interpretation of relevant historical documents and/or oral histories.”412

Grounded theory research is defined as, “A type of qualitative research aimed at deriving theory through the use of multiple stages of data collection and interpretation.”413

Bricolage—the piecing differing aspects of research into a complex but understandable whole—was the method of qualitative inquiry best suited for this study.414

Data Synthesis

Case study design of inquiry allowed for the historical events to be categorized.415 The cases studied were limited to determined eras of Psychological Operations; specifically—The Pre-Global War Era, The World Wars Era, The Cold War Era, and The Modern Warfare Era. This process assisted in developing a complex understanding of the problem and potential patterns to discuss recommendations.

Analysis

The case studies were analyzed through the observation of collated information and synthesized conclusions. The Joint military framework called DOTMLPF-P was used

411 Leedy, Ellis, and Johnson, Practical Research, 22.
412 Ibid., 93.
413 Ibid., 93.
414 Tracy, Qualitative Research Methods, 26.
415 Creswell, Research Design, 14.
to categorize the data and provide a framework for analysis. DOTMLPF-P analysis is the first step in the functional needs process. DOTMLPF-P data and analysis may contribute toward a Joint DOTMLPF-P Change Recommendation (DCR) document within the Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System (JCIDS) process, which is how the military manages change.

DOTMLPF-P empowers the constructed vignette data analysis approach for qualitative exploration. This is why the secondary research questions that related to military doctrine were selected, as each addressed an aspect of DOTMLPF-P. According to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Instruction document on the implementation of DCRs, “In certain cases, Joint [DOTMLPF-P Change Recommendations], [Capability Development Documents], and [Capability Production Documents] are generated directly from studies or other analyses, or lessons learned, without.” other related documents normally associated with a Joint DCR. This means that the information included in this study may be used to affect change immediately within the Joint force.

---
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Summary and Conclusions

This study was conducted in order to facilitate change within the military. While addressing Army Psychological Operations was the subject of change, the greater implications possessed the potential to affect strategic efforts, address the threat environment that the United States currently faces, and also assist the Special Operations community in its planned development.

This study was not intended to be the final note in the process of further developing Psychological Operations. The methods chosen to frame this research were meticulously explored so that future research may have a foundation to build upon. This chapter detailed the methods of research that framed this study. Not all will be evident beyond the explanations above, but they were ever present. The next chapter synthesizes the information.
We need to move beyond our 20th century approach to messaging and start looking at influence as an integral aspect of modern irregular warfare. —Andrew Knaggs, Speech at the Defense Industry Symposium, in Military Times

Introduction

This study’s focus dove into the history of each era of Psychological Operations in the United States. This chapter will include the results of that review and discuss the patterns that emerged. First, the gaps and four tasks given to the TIS will be restated. Then the literature will be reviewed through each of the four eras, before the information is categorized for analysis within each applicable segment of DOTMLPF-P.

The 2015 Psychological Operations Assessment Gaps Restated

The gaps of the 2015 Psychological Operations Assessment listed several insufficiencies that needed to be addressed.

1. Insufficient target audience analysis training and tools.
2. Poor language capability.
3. Poor cultural understanding.
4. No consistent connection to academia.

---
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5. No standard for data analysis.
6. No standards for measuring effects.
7. Tactical narrative not nested with strategic narratives.\textsuperscript{422}

The Psychological Operations Regiment established the NFC—now named the TIS—to address the gaps with four key tasks:

1. Repository of information.
2. Academic resource.
3. Sensitive activities capability.
4. Deployable.\textsuperscript{423}

This study will synthesize those gaps and tasks with the research of this study.

Framing of Literature

The Pre-Global War Era (2560 BC – 1903 AD)

We are governed, our minds modeled, our tastes formed, our ideas suggested, largely by men we have never heard of.

—Edward Bernays, \textit{Propaganda}

Aspects of the Literature that Frame This Study

The integration of technology and art during the Revolutionary War was incredibly effective in building support for the revolution.\textsuperscript{424} Samuel Adams’ use of the printing press complemented by the writing abilities of Thomas Paine truly demonstrated the importance of both integrating emerging technology in propaganda as well as the
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need for artists to assist in conveying messages. Napoleon possessed a deep understanding of his target audience. He was able to manipulate the will of the people and the French Revolution to shape his efforts. He also understood the importance of narratives. Desertion and surrender—as discussed during the United States’ war with Mexico—would become a proven tool in the Psychological Operations kit bag for decades to come.

The World Wars Era (1903 – 1945)

Psychological Warfare has been firmly recognized as an integral member of our family of weapons. While we realize fully that this mode of operation is not decisive by itself, it is also certain that, in combination with the conventional combat weapons, Psychological Warfare will contribute materially to the winning of war.

―Robert A. McClure, Letter to Doyle O. Hickey, in Alfred H. Paddock, Jr., US Army Special Warfare

Aspects of the Literature that Frame This Study

Multiple examples throughout the era helped to frame this study. The efforts of the General Staff of 1903 demonstrated how such an organization could exist to pose logical arguments in support for its own evolution. The thread of that could also be seen with the incorporation of academia both in research off the battlefield and through the hiring of academics for specific work during conflict. The depth of understanding
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concerning the enemies faced during the Second World War would have never occurred without academic expertise.  

The scale of the organizations required to conduct Psychological Operations during the Large-Scale Combat Operations of the First and Second World War was considerable. The empowered creative solutions were also notable, such as the implementation of tens of thousands of Four Minute Men.

There was no time to scale to the numbers of Large-Scale Combat Operations by relying on military training alone during both World Wars. Contracting, commissioning, and empowering experts from the arts and behavioral sciences was a critical model used in the First World War replicated in the Second World War. The OWI’s successful operation to force the Japanese surrender was a masterstroke in understanding the choices of the target audience. Models for operations, such as when to conduct Psychological Warfare, how to apply it following combat operations, and also the use of research were significant lessons.

The Cold War Era (1945 – 1985)

Because of urgent operational demands, knowledge has not been consolidated, and it has not been possible to measure the effectiveness of
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[Psychological Operations] programs with any degree of accuracy. There is an urgent need to institutionalize what is being learned by experience to improve the quality of [Psychological Operations].

—Ernest Bairdain and Edith Bairdain, Final Technical Report

Aspects of the Literature that Frame this Study

The use of Chinese and Korean artists was a highlight of the Korean War, and the CIA best represented the understanding of the importance of artists with their ongoing operations throughout the era, relying on artists and material already present in the environment instead of teaching it to their own personnel.436 The practice of conducting POW interviews during the Korean War to better understand the target audience was also significant.437 The Army did a poor job of measuring effectiveness and identified the need for liaisons between organizations.438

The USIA represented what could be achieved diplomatically with sustained budgets.439 Academics led their training, and it was cited that USIA personnel were some of the most competent operating within Vietnam because they were educated and properly trained.440 The ORO and SORO organizations highlighted the importance of
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academia in the study of Psychological Operations, target audience analysis, and long-term contingency planning.\textsuperscript{441}

ORO identified the need for an integrated hub of information regarding Psychological Operations.\textsuperscript{442} Unfortunately, McLaurin was correct when he wrote that Psychological Operations would be doomed to relearn lessons of the past time and again because the moment the contract with ORO concluded the benefits of that relationship ended.\textsuperscript{443} The Psychological Operations Regiment did not maintain its own internal hub. The need for one was also identified in Cacioppo’s \textit{A Systematic Theory for Psychological Warfare} in 1960.\textsuperscript{444} He also laid out the need for behavioral scientists and academics to be included in any operations.\textsuperscript{445} ORO and SORO had potential to lead to national colleges of study and academic hubs for Psychological Operations like Dyer proposed in \textit{The Weapon on the Wall}, but the growth never occurred.\textsuperscript{446}

The support of general officers in Vietnam greatly empowered operations, but critical lessons from Vietnam are that mass production of products and large numbers of personnel do not lead to effective Psychological Operations.\textsuperscript{447} Effects are achieved by
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conducting thorough target audience analysis with academic rigor, measuring the results, and shaping future operations based off of the data. Hiring local support for Psychological Operations proved to be both a contribution and a detriment, as local supporters are not necessarily trained in Psychological Operations but were still tasked with driving operations.\textsuperscript{448} The greatest lesson was that a Psychological Operations organization cannot function as a mouthpiece for a foreign government using “gray” techniques, effectively removing the foreign government from the messaging.\textsuperscript{449} Creativity is paramount for effective Psychological Operations, and outside-the-box solutions must be encouraged over messaging platforms.

The JUSPAO demonstrated the ineffectiveness of improper growth and expansion of Psychological Operations without proper training, doctrine, measurements of effectiveness, analysis, and language training.\textsuperscript{450} It seemed that Dyer, again, served as a conduit for the lesson, as he posited in 1959 that a single entity such as the CPI or OWI was too powerful to effectively manage Psychological Operations.\textsuperscript{451} The JUSPAO was bureaucratic and hierarchical, contrasted with the success of the Active Measure Working Group, which was a flat organization with little hierarchy, applauded by many.
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The JUSPAO was not successful, but there were some positive lessons learned, like the integrated operations and efforts to deconflict redundant operations. However, the lesson was better represented with the establishment of the Active Measures Working Group, which functioned as a network of organizations working together as a flat organization. The integration between the DoD and the interagency proved to be a model worth emulating. The MOSs of the Special Forces were an example of another successful model that could be duplicated by the Psychological Operations Regiment.


In addition to the problems created by having insufficient numbers of bilingual, experienced, and competent propagandists, especially in the military, there was what was known in Vietnam as the “revolving door” syndrome. This referred to the fact that tours of duty for the armed forces were one year long. By the time an inexperienced and partially trained neophyte psychological warrior had gained sufficient expertise to begin contributing to the communications campaign in a meaningful way, his tour was completed and he returned to the U.S. – his replacement arrived and the cycle began again.

—Robert W. Chandler, War of Ideas

Aspects of the Literature that Frame this Study

The 1985 Psychological Operations Master Plan accomplished much for the Psychological Operations Regiment, but also has continued to serve as a detriment. This study found that continued reference to the 1985 plan led to repeated conclusions that did not improve the state of the Regiment; which seemed evident by the continued
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criticisms from third parties like RAND, Inspectors General, and even investigative reporters, who all repeated criticisms that first emerged in the literature during the World Wars. 456

Many suggestions were made during the era, to include Psychological Operations instruction at the general staff colleges, establishing target audience analysis sections in Psychological Operations units, the need to improve doctrine, properly measuring effectiveness using third parties within the organizations, properly written contracts, the ability to rapidly deploy, and a striking need for a unit to synchronize efforts within the Regiment and with other organizations.

Those criticisms were still prevalent as recently as this year in reviews of the doctrine and training of Psychological Operations. 457 Other shortcomings included the need to conduct contingency planning for potential missions, as well as larger strategic plans that tactical and operational level missions could nest within. 458 The success of such contingency planning was evident during Operation Just Cause in Panama. 459 The
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success of that operation and the Gulf War stood as testaments to properly executed Psychological Operations.\textsuperscript{460}

Cultural training has been recently highlighted as an important aspect of both Special Operations and Psychological Operations, but it was identified that such training is not extensive.\textsuperscript{461} The one unit that had such training and expertise was the Cultural Intelligence Element, which has not received funding on par with organizations such as the Human Terrain System.\textsuperscript{462} There is a need for such expertise, which has been highlighted time and again dating back to the World Wars, through suggestions from researchers, to the lessons learned of the past successful implementation of academics.\textsuperscript{463}

RAND cited the effectiveness of the face-to-face engagements in Afghanistan as one of the two most effective implementations of Psychological Operations, alongside the RIABs and their radio operations to control the narrative.\textsuperscript{464} When information was properly released to the public in a timely manner the narrative was controlled by the Coalition forces. Several missteps were identified through the review of the era. Other examples of a lack of training manifested with the “Great Divorce,” resulting in
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significantly less training provided to both USAR Psychological Operations Groups. 465 The greatest misstep was the implementation of MISTF-A, which appeared to disregard the lessons learned from Vietnam.466

The Special Forces and Psychological Operations Regiments both formed out of the OSS but have not grown consistently over time.467 Psychological Operations, at its most successful, included advanced degrees and deep cultural training while it was a part of the Foreign Area Officer training pipeline. 468 Now the training for Psychological Operations is 22 weeks shorter than the 65 weeklong Special Forces pipeline, and USAR training is even shorter.469 The decrease in—and consistent criticism of—the training is likely a large contributing factor to the lack of effective Psychological Operations that occurred in missions such as the MISTF-A in Afghanistan.470 The positive outliers of the era were often scientifically based solutions, offered by Psychological Operations personnel who taught themselves, networked effectively with experts, or self-financed additional education.471
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The development of JSOU as a growing hub of academic integration and the other academic institutions such as the Internet Observatory, Hamilton 2.0, and Business on the Frontlines led to additional opportunities to integrate. Organizations like the GEC are still developing, providing yet another opportunity for Psychological Operations to grow with emerging organizations and capabilities as a cohesive team similar to the Active Measures Working Group structure of the past. Additionally, Palantir appears to present another opportunity as the hub of information that Psychological Operations has needed for decades.

Several opportunities were also apparent through the end of the era. The Narrative Fusion Cell (NFC) concept that evolved into the Technical Information Section (TIS) was still being experimented with informally at the beginning of the writing of this study in 2019. The potential for the section is apparent, as it has been given the responsibility of filling the gaps identified from the 2015 Psychological Operations Assessment. The
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TIS is tentatively going to be manned to accomplish its mission, and this study proposes recommendations for how the Psychological Operations Regiment may further improve the TIS concept and further address the gaps from 2015.

**Converting the Data and Analysis**

Today, there is no single government institution whose sole responsibility is the conduct of the war of ideas. As a result, no government agency feels responsible for it. As mentioned, this mission used to belong to the United States Information Agency, which at the height of the Cold War had some 10,000 employees (including foreign nationals) and a $1 billion budget.

— Threat Knowledge Group, “The Islamic State and Information Warfare”

Several documents and lessons learned were reviewed that could benefit current and future operations. The information reviewed has been applied to the DOTMLPF-P model for military analysis. This section is not an attempt to rewrite Psychological Operations doctrine, organizations, or the other aspects of DOTMLPF-P, but an effort to contribute a body of research for future DOTMLPF-P Change Recommendations. Effort was made to identify recommendations and potential efforts that could address insufficiencies. All discussion in this chapter and the next is rooted in the research that was conducted through the course of this study. This study acknowledges that, in some cases, further analysis would need to be conducted.
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Doctrine

Doctrine is defined as, “fundamental principles that guide the employment of U.S. military forces in coordinated action toward a common objective.” This section addresses existing doctrine related to Psychological Operations.

Insufficiencies or Capabilities Gaps

Standardizing target audience analysis, cultural research models, integrating instruction with academic resources, and standardizing methods of measuring effectiveness were cited in the research and the 2015 gaps. The lack of instruction within doctrine on measuring effects is likely a contributing factor to inconsistent performance. To quote Lorne Segerstrom, in a study he conducted that included a series of interviews with Psychological Operations personnel—the, “Army leadership should note the fact that almost half of the participants believe doctrine did not play a role in the effective employment of [Tactical Psychological Operations Teams].”

The most recently published doctrine includes two paragraphs concerning assessments. Capabilities listed in doctrine state Psychological Operations personnel
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are able to: analyze relevant information, conduct target audience analysis, provide linguistic support, produce messaging, and measuring effectiveness. However, details and methods are very limited, and pale in comparison to any of the academic writing published since the Second World War. The current structure of Psychological Operations does not reference potential units dedicated to research and analysis, units dedicated to measuring effects, units dedicated to the debriefing of POWs, and no templated consolidation operations units. All of those activities were identified as best practices and lessons learned from the literature. Current and draft doctrine is still missing much of the needed information.

Analysis, Lessons, and Solutions Based on the Research

Solutions of the past included ignoring the poorly written doctrine and instead funding civilian education for all officers under the Foreign Area Officer program. Other solutions were proposed in the variety of literature cited throughout this study and were designed to specifically improve doctrine, though they appeared to be ignored—such as McLaurin’s *Military Propaganda* from 1982. History provides a wealth of
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examples to emulate.\textsuperscript{490} Effective solutions such the OPS-33’s achievements in Vietnam could serve doctrine well.\textsuperscript{491} JSOU has expertise and may serve to leverage academia as USIA did in the past.\textsuperscript{492} Those remaining in the Cultural Intelligence Element are also versed in both social science and Psychological Operations.\textsuperscript{493}

**Potential Second and Third Order Effects to Consider**

Cascading effects could be achieved by properly updating and designing doctrine to fit the needs of the Regiment. Such changes would also likely positively affect the Psychological Operations Qualification Course, which is based on doctrine. This change alone is the most likely to lead to the renaissance McLaurin referenced in the 1980s. The cost of doing so would be that of time and the need to potentially fund academic support. Further study would need to be done, but this study has provided a starting point for such work to be completed.

**Organization**

Organization is defined as, “a joint unit or element with varied functions enabled by a structure through which individuals cooperate systematically to accomplish a common mission and directly provide or support joint warfighting capabilities.”\textsuperscript{494}
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Insufficiencies or Capabilities Gaps

The capability gaps that could be addressed by changes to organization would be cultural understanding, connection to academia, and the lack of nested narratives. Every conflict involving Psychological Operations experienced a different iteration and structure for executing those operations. Some were effective, like the Ghost Army or OPS-33; others were not. Psychological Operations must establish standard units of action to assist in addressing the persistent gaps in capabilities. In its present, verbally agreed upon form, the current DCR does just that, by including a standard team of 12 individuals.

Developing the TIS concept further and empowering it to be successful is also a further requirement. The need for such a node was identified in the literature starting in the 1970s—such as Ernest and Edith Bairdain’s assessment of Psychological Operations in Vietnam, where they wrote,

Establishment of a Psychological Operations research center . . . responsible for directive consultation on current operations and for research to consolidate and extend Psychological Operations knowledge is an immediately obvious suggestion that would meet many needs.

Other academic research has continued to encourage the requirement, stating, “In addition, integrate communication across the operational environment by implementing coordination cells that ensure that messages tailored to diverse audiences are well
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synchronized.” The gaps of the 2015 assessment reveal that the need still exists, having also been identified in 1971 and 2007. The requirement for academic integration existed during the World Wars, and many scientists joined the ranks of the organizations. The TIS’s tentative approval should be considered a step in this direction, but not the final step, as the tasks given to the section are varied and complex.

Chandler first wrote about the continuity of personnel on missions that took place in Vietnam. The “revolving door” syndrome of year-long deployments meant that by the time anyone became proficient at their job they left. That was for year-long deployments. Current USASOC deployments for Psychological Operations are half that length. Individuals transferring to the TIS would need to remain in those positions for longer than a single year.

Finally, if the TIS is to be truly successful and be capable of developing into an adaptable IWTF to suite the various requirements from the National Defense Strategy, USASOC strategies, and the future requirements for Large-Scale Combat Operations and Multi-Domain Operations, then it must heed the lessons of the past to do so.

---
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Analysis, Lessons, and Solutions Based on the Research

Solutions for analysis have existed as early as 1960, when Cacioppo wrote *A Systematic Theory for Psychological Warfare*. Of significance was the inclusion of modeling concepts and a need to man a Psychological Operations organization with, “trained behavioral scientists such as social psychologists, political scientists, sociologists, geo-political specialists, economists, area specialists, and military sciences.”

Multiple volumes detailing the science and methods of Psychological Operations over the years were published by the military. Buunk and Van Vugt wrote about analysis of problem sets that could lead to theories and explanations of problems in social psychology. Edward Waltz wrote of ways to apply information theory, decision theory, and semiotic theory to Psychological Operations and Information Warfare in 1998. Orkins and Kiernan wrote of methods of integrating social network analysis
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with current processes of Psychological Operations target audience analysis in 2014.\textsuperscript{509} Finally, Linera, Seese, and McQuagge wrote multiple articles on the nature of measuring effects for Psychological Operations.\textsuperscript{510}

One example to reference is the VTED concept in Afghanistan, which exists as the only semi-formal organization within Psychological Operations currently directed to measure effectiveness of operations.\textsuperscript{511} When it was running effectively, it was able to analyze and synthesize trend data with intelligence like Cacioppo espoused in 1960.\textsuperscript{512} Effects Cells have been tested and proven capable of conducting complex analysis of the information environment.\textsuperscript{513} An academic opportunity would be to replicate Bartkus’ use of economic influence as demonstrated between USASOC and Notre Dame’s Business on the Frontlines.\textsuperscript{514} These concepts should be synthesized into the TIS.

The concept of Red Teams has continued to yield effects throughout United States industry and could be applied to the sections within the TIS given the task of measuring
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effects and lessons learned. The reinstatement of recruiting for the Cultural Intelligence Element would greatly improve the ability for Psychological Operations to conduct their mission. Such a revival could be initiated now with the use of contracted employees similar to how MISTF-A contracted portions of their efforts. This study suggests that, if revived, the Cultural Intelligence Element personnel would be best suited in the TIS, functioning as permanent personnel to mitigate turn-over that was identified in Vietnam as a severe detriment to missions, while also providing academic expertise. Because the Cultural Intelligence Element employs General Schedule (GS) employees, they are able to remain in the same location for their entire careers.

The means of addressing the turnover issues among the active duty ranks already exists in other institutions such as West Point, which uses inter-post transfers to maintain personnel at West Point for multiple years. The transfer transitions the individual from their training unit during education to an operational unit when they have completed school and are ready to become members of the academy faculty. The potential solution for the TIS would be to move the TIS billets under the First Special Forces Command headquarters in such a way as to facilitate an inter-post transfer. Doing so would address the high turn-over by stationing personnel within the TIS for approximately three years at a time, and also empower the ability for the TIS to function
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as a proper Red Team, with personnel not being rated by the commands they would be evaluating and attempting to improve with objective solutions.

This year’s Directed Readiness Tables—how the Department of Defense manages readiness of the Joint force—includes the directive for, “DoD language, regional expertise, and culture capability management and skill tracking, in accordance with DoDD 5160.41E.” 518 Restoring readiness has been a large focus in recent years, which was mentioned in the Defense Budget Overview published in February of 2020. 519 It stated the need for SOCOM to, “compete with strategic adversaries below the level of armed conflict, and conduct global crisis response missions.” 520

Dyer insisted on the creation of a national college that would serve as an institution of Psychological Operations education in 1959. 521 He suggested such an institution could exist for all members of the government to attend, which would improve interoperability and lead to shared understanding. 522 The Special Operations Research Office at American University and the Operational Research Office at Johns Hopkins University both served as hubs of academic knowledge for the Special Operations
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community and the Psychological Operations community. 523 JSOU now stands as the closest potential asset and should be considered as such. 524

The lessons from Special Forces, though only briefly covered, appeared to be that early development of MOSs led to standard capabilities. 525 Because their teams were designed as a single unit of action that has not changed dramatically since 1958, they were able to focus on optimizing those teams. 526 The teams eventually further specialized through advanced training. Psychological Operations is uniquely established to greatly contribute to the future of Multi-Domain Operations, but it must be able to provide consistent effects. Standardizing a unit of action is a step in that direction.

Advanced Skills Detachments have been included in the pending DCR. 527 Those detachments should be empowered to begin developing courses alongside academics within Special Operations—such as JSOU and the Cultural Intelligence Element. The courses should be tailored to further address the 2015 gaps. 528 The intent should be to shape those courses into what could be used as the basis for MOS-specific training for Psychological Operations personnel. The TIS will require expertise, and changes to the organization must occur to develop that expertise consistently. There is a model to
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emulate, a tentative path approved, and a solution that is evident from the review of the
literature. MOSs are suggested in this study and discussed in-depth in the personnel
section of this chapter.

The Army Special Operations Forces (ARSOF) 2022 Strategy, published in 2012,
included the intent to, “Reinvigorate the Cultural Intelligence Element,” stating that it
should include, “subject-matter experts in marketing, persuasive and traditional
communication, use of social media and other cyber-based tools.”529 It also included the
objective of, “Develop capabilities focused on providing enhanced cultural intelligence to
globally deployed [Special Operations Forces], both in real time and leveraging reach
back to [stateside] expertise, including Department of Defense, U.S. government agencies
and academia.” Both Army Special Operations Forces Strategy and USASOC 2035
strategies do not mention the Cultural Intelligence Element, but USASOC 2035 includes
the statement, “Review unfinished ARSOF 2022 objectives; complete valid unfinished
requirements.”530

The Cultural Intelligence Element was cited as a force multiplier in 2005 and
2006 by the United States Government Accountability Office.531 At that time, just 36
personnel were in the detachment, and it cost the military $175,000 annually—though the
funding, “is not tracked separately from the overall budget,” for the Psychological
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Operations Group and likely does not include both operations and personnel costs. Additional funding was allotted to SOCOM for civilian growth in 2019. Civilian personnel within SOCOM increased from 6,334 in 2016 to 6,552 in 2019. Those numbers did not include a growth of the Cultural Intelligence Element.

The suggested growth of the TIS and the Cultural Intelligence Element may be best framed by comparing the potential cost associated with the sections to the current threat environment. It has been reported that a single Russian “Troll Farm” contains 400 people and costs roughly $400,000 a month—or $4.8 million, annually. China spent roughly $158 million on funding to Confucius Institutes to influence United States citizens throughout hundreds of academic institutions across the country between 2006 and 2017—when it then ceased reporting how much it spent.

The return on investment would be significant. The entirety of SOCOM—spanning the Army, Air Force, Marines, and the Navy—requested $16.6 billion during the most recent budget request on March 11, 2020. SOCOM accounted for roughly 2
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percent of the Pentagon’s budget in 2018. The White House recently increased the defense budget by 5 percent to account for growth, citing Special Operations as one of the specific locations of growth. This also came at a time when SOCOM had requested additional funds for research and development purposes in order to prepare for the next fight. At its height, the USIA had roughly 10,000 employees and a $1 billion budget. A fraction of that could further develop the TIS, return the Cultural Intelligence Element to a period of growth, and achieve synchronized effects. Patterns of successful Psychological Operations organizations that could adapt to the variety of requirements fielded consistently similar sections that should form the basis of the TIS as it develops. Reframed with modern terminology, these sections would be named: Target Audience Analysis, Development, Effects, Key Influencer, Measures of Effectiveness, Lessons Learned, Consolidation and Future Operations, POW Operations, Intelligence, and the Headquarters element.

Finally, in order to address the needs of the Operational Context discussed in chapter 1, the evidence presented in this study suggests that the TIS should look to the times when Psychological Operations were most successful and integrate each of those
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lessons into the organizational structure of the TIS. Such lessons could address the gaps identified in 2015.

The TIS should also incorporate the JIATF lessons learned and synthesize those with the Active Measures Working Group best practices and Red Team lessons learned, as well. A properly developed TIS should incorporate the PPEX and Business on the Frontlines concepts for both mapping and unique achieving effects. The effectiveness of the use of key influencers came up in two significant case study examples in the form of the Four Minute Men and also cited as one of the most successful aspects of the war in Afghanistan. The need to measure effects came up time and again and the model of the VTED could be replicated—Psychological Operations has already integrated such models successfully and the concept could be improved.

The repository of lessons learned was identified as a requirement for decades, and the TIS has been tasked with the responsibility, so it should logically allot a section to address the requirement. The lessons of the Second World War included the need to integrate consolidation operations with Psychological Operations, but to do so by empowering sections to do so while simultaneously still conducted operations at the front
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POW operations were practiced for decades and what few measures of
effectiveness that were conducted during the Korean War were done so through POW
interviews. Systematic approaches to incorporate intelligence sections were identified
as significant requirements by McLaurin. The need to incorporate proper target
audience analysis was identified so frequently throughout history that specific sections
within each TIS should address that gap. Development and the incorporation of the
arts as was done with the Ghost Army and the First Motion Picture Unit should also be
replicated. This study recommends the TIS be broken down into sections to address
each of those lessons learned. Each section can be manned as required for the missions
the TIS is supporting, to include Large-Scale Combat Operations.

Potential Second and Third Order Effects to Consider

Organizational changes would empower the TIS to execute all four tasks given to
it. Such changes would also empower the Regiment to achieve consistent effects.
Redeveloping the relationship with academia through the revitalization of the Cultural
Intelligence Element could lead to improved success and opportunities for both Special
Operations, as well as the academic institutions involved. Organizational changes will
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come with a cost, though, and growth is difficult. The suggestion that the TIS be developed into a Joint organization underneath the First Special Forces Command would allow for the Joint force to share in the burden of growth, while also benefiting from the network provided by such a hub of expertise, designed to rapidly deploy under the First Special Forces Command. This study acknowledges that further analysis would need to be conducted in order to determine feasible courses of action.

Training

Training is defined as, “individuals, units, and staffs using joint doctrine or tactics, techniques, and procedures to prepare joint forces or joint staffs to respond to strategic, operational, or tactical requirements considered necessary by the [Combatant Commands] to execute their assigned or anticipated missions.”551

Insufficiencies or Capabilities Gaps

The 2015 Psychological Operations Assessment gaps that could be addressed with training included target audience analysis, language capabilities, cultural understanding, data analysis, measuring effectiveness, and narrative design.552 Robert Chandler discussed the need to measure effects in 1981,

Adequate feedback is vital to the source of the communication process because it provides the stimulus for “course correction.” These signals from the target audiences and the messages themselves prevent the propagandist from “flying blind.”553
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Inadequate training concerning both target audience analysis and measuring effectiveness is reflected throughout history and identified in reviews of the Vietnam conflict and more recently in the Battle of Fallujah and Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{554}

The Psychological Operations training pipeline used to be in line with that of the Foreign Area Officer and included advanced cultural training and graduate degrees for officers.\textsuperscript{555} The cultural training was replaced by a single four weeklong regional analysis course.\textsuperscript{556} The only program that balanced out the poor training was the Cultural Intelligence Element, but its personnel are aging out of the program. Psychological Operations personnel in USAR components receive little cultural training, but still deploy as Psychological Operations personnel tasked with culture expertise. There are currently four Psychological Operations Groups; two active, two USAR.\textsuperscript{557}

The advent of Information Warfare and Multi-Domain Operations is necessitating further requirements for specialization. Psychological Operations training is not currently enough to fulfill those requirements. There were too many gaps identified throughout history and in the 2015 assessment to believe that a single section could be implemented to address the gaps.

\textsuperscript{554} Chandler, \textit{War of Ideas}, 26; Gott, \textit{The US Army in Operation AL FAJR}, 33; Muñoz, \textit{U.S. Military Information Operations in Afghanistan}.

\textsuperscript{555} Paddock, “No More Tactical Information Detachments,” 37.


Analysis, Lessons, and Solutions Based on the Research

Psychological Operations did face many similar gaps in the past. Doob was one of the first to define the potential of motion pictures as a form of propaganda.\textsuperscript{558} He first discussed, “coupling art and propaganda,” in 1935 and he understood the importance of being able to use art in Psychological Operations.\textsuperscript{559} Those discoveries were represented in the integration of artists, writers, and other creators in The First Motion Picture Unit of the Second World War and the Ghost Army, both of which focused heavily on the recruitment of artists to conduct effective Psychological Operations.\textsuperscript{560}

The arts were tied to many significant Psychological Operations of the past. Artists were able to best understand the nature of emerging applications of the arts, and academics were able to best understand methods of implementation.\textsuperscript{561} Academics were leveraged time and again to great effect throughout the history of Psychological Operations. Theodor Geisel, better known as Dr. Seuss, was a propaganda film director for The First Motion Picture Unit during the Second World War.\textsuperscript{562}

\textsuperscript{558} Doob, \textit{Propaganda}, 373.

\textsuperscript{559} Ibid., 384.

\textsuperscript{560} Rioux, \textit{From Sawdust to Stardust}, 60; The Ghost Army Legacy Project, “Overview.”

\textsuperscript{561} Cacioppo, \textit{A Systematic Theory for Psychological Warfare}, 34.

\textsuperscript{562} \textit{Our Job in Japan}, directed by Theodor S. Geisel (Army Pictorial Service, 1945).
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The Ghost Army of the Second World War was comprised of hundreds of creators and artists.\textsuperscript{563} John Steinbeck worked for the OSS and wrote \textit{The Moon is Down} as an intentionally developed work of propaganda.\textsuperscript{564} Two types of training should be developed to acknowledge the lessons of the Second World War. First, advanced training in the arts should be given to Psychological Operations personnel that already possess such talents in film, graphic design, audio production, etc. Second, other training should empower personnel to identify such artists in whatever environment they deploy to. Properly trained Psychological Operations personnel may illuminate the voices of such artists that are already expressing messages in line with the planned Psychological Operations. Not every Psychological Operations practitioner should be an artist or a writer—some may better serve as producers.

Creativity was also emphasized by Dyer in 1959, who wrote that, “There is a requirement for leadership and, moreover, creative leadership.”\textsuperscript{565} Previous organizations such as the Active Measures Working Group were established to address the complex threat of Soviet misinformation by leveraging the military alongside interagency organizations.\textsuperscript{566} The results were a series of successes, as the information was spread throughout the United States.

\textsuperscript{563} The Ghost Army Legacy Project, “Overview.”
\textsuperscript{564} Coers, “Introduction.”
\textsuperscript{565} Dyer, \textit{The Weapon on the Wall}, 83-84.
\textsuperscript{566} Schoen and Lamb, \textit{Deception, Disinformation, and Strategic Communications}, 6.
A solution could be to incorporate models that Special Forces have implemented, such as the pending Advanced Skills Detachments. The Special Forces Advanced Skills Detachments provide additional training not offered in-depth during the Special Forces Qualification Course. Another option could be to liaise with JSOU to build training that may address the gaps. Training may also be eventually integrated into the Psychological Operations Qualification Course (POQC), which is 43 weeks long compared to the Special Forces 65-week pipeline. The Special Forces National Guard personnel receive the same training as their active duty counterparts. A cost benefit analysis may be required to determine if extending the POQC is a viable option.

Finally, the Advanced Skills Detachment courses should be as step toward developing MOSs within the Psychological Operations community. Therefore, the Advanced Skills Courses should assist in addressing the gaps from the 2015 Psychological Operations Assessment and be a synthesis of the lessons learned from history—based on the types of Psychological Operations organizations that were most successful. Some of the analysis and justification for the proposed MOSs was used as the basis for the following analysis. Each separate course will be listed and identified by which gap it addresses or which lesson from history it represents and what MOS it could develop into:

1. *Advanced negotiations training and face-to-face engagement training.* This was chosen based off of the need for experts in the practices that have proven
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most effective throughout time. Both the Four Minute Men of the First World War and the face-to-face engagements in Afghanistan were identified as critical lessons to replicate.\textsuperscript{569} This course would best serve as a basis for the 37A MOS, or the officer, who would be the primary networker for the section and expected to lead from the front. Officers are also more likely to need the training to improve an individual’s ability to articulate the complexity of Psychological Operations in a way relevant to those working alongside Psychological Operations personnel such as Embassy environments or while briefing general officers.\textsuperscript{570}

2. Advanced application of Psychological Operations-related theories. This was chosen based off several gaps related to poor target audience analysis, cultural understanding, standards of measuring effects and data analysis, as well as the need to connect with academia.\textsuperscript{571} Theory has also been identified as a requirement since 1960.\textsuperscript{572} This course would best serve as a basis for the 37A MOS, or the officer, who would already be required to have a college education to be an officer.\textsuperscript{573}

\textsuperscript{569} Axelrod, \textit{Selling the Great War}, 116; Muñoz, \textit{U.S. Military Information Operations in Afghanistan}, xvi.

\textsuperscript{570} Munsing and Lamb, \textit{Joint Interagency Task Force–South}.

\textsuperscript{571} Rosales, \textit{1st POB (A) Narrative Fusion Cell Concept and Implementation}.

\textsuperscript{572} Cacioppo, \textit{A Systematic Theory for Psychological Warfare}.

\textsuperscript{573} U.S. Army, “PSYOP Teams.”
3. Psychological Operations and Military Deception operations. This was chosen based off the original Narrative Fusion Cell briefing. Deception has been a common thread intertwining throughout the history of Psychological Operations. This course would best serve as a basis for the 37A MOS, or the officer, who is most likely to fill future Military Deception billets, which are more often filled by officers in the Joint force.

4. Sensitive activities integration with Psychological Operations, to include review methods to integrate with Space, Special Technical Operations, and other sensitive activities. The need for Special Technical Operations integration was first formally identified in the Narrative Fusion Cell brief from 2016. Space Force integration and influence has been taking place since the Gulf War when France’s SPOT constellation was used to deceive Saddam Hussein. This course would best serve as a basis for the 37A MOS, or the officer for the same reasons that the Military Deception training is suited for the 37A MOS.
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5. *Advanced equipment training for all Psychological Operations-specific equipment:* from portable radios, to print capabilities, loudspeakers, satellite equipment, and current commercial off-the-shelf solutions. This requirement was realized while reviewing doctrine, which does not include standard lists of equipment or Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) solutions for Psychological Operations. This course and the subsequent MOS would also be the means for Psychological Operations to connect to 2015 gap related to emerging materiel solutions for emerging capabilities.\(^5^7^9\) An example of the use of COTS solutions with Psychological Operations was provided in the review of the PPEX.\(^5^8^0\) This course would best serve as a basis for the 37B MOS, or the Equipment Specialist MOS.

6. *Network effects training specific to Psychological Operations,* to include physical network systems, social media platforms, and cyber and electromagnetic spectrum integration. This course and the eventual MOS would be based off of the lessons learned from the PPEX concept.\(^5^8^1\) It would address the 2015 gaps related to standardizing measures of effects, analysis, and target audience analysis because it would standardize means of

\(^5^7^9\) Rosales, *1st POB (A) Narrative Fusion Cell Concept and Implementation.*

\(^5^8^0\) Kava et al., “PSYOP’s Analytical and Systematic Approach to Publicly Available Information,” 6.

\(^5^8^1\) Kava et al., “PSYOP’s Analytical and Systematic Approach to Publicly Available Information,” 6.
employment. Standard operations are easier to measure than unique ones—though unique solutions would not be foregone. This course would best serve as a basis for the 37C MOS, or the Networks Effects MOS.

7. Design solutions, graphic design, film, copy writing, and advertising techniques. This course is based off of the successful integration of artists throughout the conflicts—specifically the Second World War’s Ghost Army and the First Motion Picture Unit. The need is apparent, as the 25M MOS for graphic design attaches to Psychological Operations teams. This course would best serve as a basis for the 37D MOS, or the Product Design and Development MOS.

8. Advanced language and cultural training designed to instruct Psychological Operations personnel in the nuance of cultural references, humor, and folklore. The need for expertise in folklore was best demonstrated by Edward Lansdale’s applications of Psychological Warfare. The lack of cultural understanding was highlighted throughout history and an acknowledged gap in 2015. This course would best serve as a basis for the 37E MOS, or the
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Cultural Expert, who would need such niche training not provided elsewhere in the military and not provided in the Psychological Operations pipeline. 587

9. Integration of Psychological Operations with Special Forces, Civil Affairs, other Special Operations organizations and Conventional Forces. The need to integrate is described in detail in the USASOC Army Special Operations Forces Strategy. 588 This course would best serve as a basis for the 37E MOS, or the Cultural Expert, who could be attached to other Special Operations units or conventional units to provide cultural insight, language capability, and assist in the consolidation of gains or in POW analysis—similar capabilities were used within the OWI during the Second World War. 589

10. *Network analysis specific to Psychological Operations*, with a focus on key communicators, centers of gravity, social media analysis, the targeting process, advertising and marketing data, and synthesis of intelligence with publicly available information. This course and the subsequent MOS would be based off of the lessons learned from the VTED in Afghanistan. 590 It would assist in addressing the 2015 gaps related to data analysis, measuring effects, measuring effects.
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and target audience analysis. This course would best serve as a basis for the 37F MOS, or the Networks Analysis MOS.

These courses could be initially designed alongside academia through JSOU alongside the Cultural Intelligence Element so that experts can be leveraged alongside expert practitioners from within the Psychological Operations Regiment. Once refined, these courses can be used as the basis for Psychological Operations MOS training. Further discussion on the MOSs occurs in the personnel section of this chapter.

Potential Second and Third Order Effects to Consider

Quality personnel will be a commitment and time spent training means that time may be taken away from operations. The solution cannot be a return to the Foreign Area Officer model, which produced expertise but took personnel years to complete the training—increasing training by a margin no greater than what other Special Operations personnel experience, such as the Special Forces, is a pragmatic decision. A positive result could be the alignment of both courses, which could facilitate integrated training during both pipelines. There would be an adjustment period, and changes to training would also need to be rooted in positive changes to doctrine, as well as rely on the other recommendations in this study if such a change is to be successful. Failing to do so and simply extending training would not result in positive secondary and tertiary effects.

Throughput in the schools could also be affected, which would have to either be addressed by increasing class sized, the number of instructors, or conducting multiple courses in tandem with each other. There would be costs associated with any of those
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decisions, but it is the belief of this study that improving the end product of a better individual Psychological Operations practitioner is the primary takeaway from this study.

Adjustments to training will require fiscal solutions. The second and third order effects could also lead to further integration with academia if JSOU is involved in the solution, and also clearly developed methods to directly address many of the gaps within the Regiment. Training also takes time to develop, so time would be a limiting factor, and it one of the reasons this study suggests the early integration of the Advanced Skills Detachments. Those detachments and the training they develop should be used to frame the development of an increase to the POQC. Doing so could facilitate a gradual and pragmatic implementation to mitigate the impact of the recommendations. Some of these changes also feed into the leadership and education segment of the DOTMLPF-P analysis, however, the majority of the analysis and recommendations were done in this section.

Materiel

Materiel is defined as, “items, systems, or equipment needed to support the required capability.” The TIS will need to be given the ability to purchase emerging COTS equipment and integrate with emerging research and technology.

Insufficiencies or Capabilities Gaps

The gaps identified in the 2015 assessment included target audience analysis tools, language capabilities, cultural understanding, data analysis, narrative control, and
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standards for measuring effects. The First Motion Picture Unit used equipment unique to filmmaking. There is a need for an organization within Psychological Operations to identify unique needs that would arise.

The 2015 Psychological Operations Assessment identified the need for tools to assist in target audience analysis and many of the other capability gaps that integrated with the need for a hub of information. History identified the need for a hub of information to be operational in nature. Storing the lessons learned without aggressively sharing the lessons would negate the purpose of the storage.

Analysis, Lessons, and Solutions Based on the Research

The TIS was given the directive to function as a hub of lessons learned and best practices. That effort could assist in addressing gaps relating to standard methods of data analysis, target audience training tools, cultural training, measuring effects, and developing narratives. Palantir is the most viable option for addressing the materiel needs of Psychological Operations. If a Red Team existed within Psychological
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Operations, then analysis of the JUSPAO and MISTF-A would have discovered several of the lessons from the Second World War and Korean War. Palantir could facilitate the hub requirement for the TIS. The PPEX used a variety of COTS solutions to function during its operations.\textsuperscript{601} Additional research would need to be conducted to best understand how emergent innovative solutions could be leveraged to address the gaps.

**Potential Second and Third Order Effects to Consider**

Such solutions would need to be identified by the units, be locally purchased or compete through the JCIDS process to receive funding and training.\textsuperscript{602} Palantir is a Defense Program of Record, and SOCOM has an existing contract with Palantir, which means that the information could potentially be shared easily within the Joint force.\textsuperscript{603} Training involving Palantir will likely cost the military money, but because this recommendation is based off of an already approved program this study finds that the solution is very feasible.

**Leadership and Education**

Leadership is defined as, “professional development of joint leaders that is the product of a learning continuum that comprises training, experience, education, and self-

\textsuperscript{601} Kava et al., “PSYOP’s Analytical and Systematic Approach to Publicly Available Information,” 6.

\textsuperscript{602} CJCS, JCIDS Manual, B-G-F-4.

\textsuperscript{603} Ibid.
There were some related findings concerning leadership and education. Improvement may be necessary.

Insufficiencies or Capabilities Gaps

The gaps identified in both the 2015 *Psychological Operations Assessment* and also throughout history could be addressed partially through the education of the personnel within the Psychological Operations Regiment. This study found that many mistakes that were repeated were likely because personnel were not aware of the previous lessons learned concerning Psychological Operations. The Psychological Operations pipeline is a total of 43 weeks. It includes two weeks of history and orientation, 25 weeks of language training, 8 weeks of training in conducting Psychological Operations, 4 weeks of regional and cultural training, and 4 weeks of exercises.

Analysis, Lessons, and Solutions Based on the Research

The section concerning training already discussed gaps concerning education and knowledge of lessons learned from the past. This section will further address the gaps identified concerning the POQC and training and further propose leadership and education recommendations to further mitigate.

This study recommends that a reading list of mandatory books be assigned to all personnel attending the POQC. If Psychological Operations personnel read more books
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concerning their profession they would have a clearer understanding of the capabilities, a basis for writing further on the nature of their profession, and a common operating picture that would expand beyond the lessons of the POQC. It is suggested that several books predate the *1985 Psychological Operations Master Plan*. Such a reading list would establish a baseline of education to further build each individual’s expertise.

The POQC consists of 16 of the 43 weeks that span the Psychological Operations pipeline. There is also an opportunity to assign the reading list and have personnel learning of their profession outside of the classroom and beyond the 16 weeks. Using all 43 weeks to the fullest could lead to a better practitioner. The reading list and rationale behind each selection is included in the next chapter.

**Potential Second and Third Order Effects to Consider**

As stated in chapter 1 and chapter 3, this study was completed in order to better understand what solutions were available from history. The research for this study has been completed, but implementation will involve further analysis. Qualified individuals take longer to make, educating the entire Psychological Operations Regiment will take time, throughput in the schools would slow down. This study acknowledges the need for further analysis.

**Personnel**

Personnel is defined as identifying if “qualified personnel exist to support joint capability requirements.”  Of note, “The number or quantity of personnel is a function
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of organization, while the quality, type, or skills of personnel is considered in the personnel function." 608

**Insufficiencies or Capabilities Gaps**

It is evident from the literature available that Psychological Operations Assessment and Selection is working and properly identifying the right individuals. 609 Recruitment was not a major focus of this study but was briefly addressed because this study found that some of the greatest successes occurred when uniquely skilled personnel were recruited for Psychological Operations. Recruitment efforts should be tailored to the requirements of the Psychological Operations Regiment—and clearly delineated capabilities must be codified.

**Analysis, Lessons, and Solutions Based on the Research**

The Army’s move toward talent management is an opportunity for Psychological Operations recruiting to discover individuals who self-identify key skills that the Regiment could use. 610 The future of recruiting for Psychological Operations could include identifying officers and enlisted personnel with advanced degrees in behavioral sciences, knowledge or skills such as graphic design or computer technology proficiency,
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and unique cultural experiences. The Army’s new Assignment Interactive Module (AIM) 2.0 now allows Army officers to put in unique, “self-identification of knowledge, skills, and behaviors.” Enlisted personnel are recruited for active duty Psychological Operations after they have already entered service, so individuals currently serving may be identified and contacted to share the opportunities for them to use their unique skills within the Army.

Additionally, this study recommends that additional MOSs be established within the Psychological Operations Regiment. Developing such MOSs will also assist recruiting efforts, as self-identified skills may already exist in potential recruits. The 12-person Special Forces teams and the vocally approved DCR serve as a model for this study’s recommended MOSs. The MOSs within Special Forces include a range of specialties established to function as an optimized team to conduct Unconventional Warfare. This study’s proposed MOSs would be developed from the already suggested courses to be established by the Advanced Skills Detachments. The MOSs would assist in addressing systemic issues identified throughout decades of research concerning
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Psychological Operations, leading up to the most recently published 2015 Psychological Operations Assessment. The suggested MOSs are:

1. **37A, Psychological Operations Officer**: receives additional face-to-face training, Psychological Operations theory and history, and integration with other units. Is responsible for Space Force integration, Sensitive Activities, Special Technical Operations integration, and Military Deception integration. These last three aspects were chosen because the majority of billets for those operations are officer billets throughout the Joint force.616

2. **37B, Equipment Specialist**: receives additional training on all Psychological Operations-specific equipment. Is responsible for maintaining relevancy with the most recent COTS equipment integrated throughout the Regiment.617

3. **37C, Network Effects**: receives additional training on ways Psychological Operations’ target audience analysis research authorities may be used to understand, analyze and affect physical network systems, social media
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platforms, and cyber and electromagnetic spectrum integration. Is responsible for continued understanding of emerging technologies. 618

4. **37D, Product Design and Development:** receives additional training concerning design solutions, graphic design, film and audio production, film and audio editing, copywriting, and advertising techniques. Responsible for continually developing their understanding of the arts, media, and culturally unique entertainment. 619

5. **37E, Cultural Expert:** receives additional language and cultural training designed to instruct Psychological Operations personnel in the nuance of cultural references, humor, and folklore. Responsible for continually developing their language and cultural understanding. 620

6. **37F, Network Analysis:** receives additional training on discovering key communicators and centers of gravity, receives in-depth training on how advertising and marketing data may synthesize with intelligence and publicly available information. Is also trained extensively in theories required to measure effects, models for measuring effects, and survey methodology.
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Responsible for continually developing their understanding of the social sciences, emerging theories, academic research, and platforms for analysis.621

This study has found that a single prolific Psychological Operations professional can change the course of a conflict—such as Samuel Adams, Edward Lansdale, or Jack Summe. Identifying potential within the force could lead to great successes in the future. This study acknowledges that an in-depth analysis would need to take place to apply force management concepts. Career paths, career development, promotion potential would all need to be fully addressed prior to implementation. However, the requirements are apparent, the lessons from history are consistent, and the opportunity to address the requirements has arrived. The recent developments within the Psychological Operations Regiment are steps in the right direction, and the MOSs are the next step.

Potential Second and Third Order Effects to Consider

The second and third order effects of such recommendations are similar to the effects of the other related suggestions. This study acknowledges that further analysis must be conducted in order to further understand the second and third order effects of such changes.

Facilities

Facilities are defined as, “buildings, structures, ranges, utility systems, associated roads and other pavements, and underlying land.”622 While facilities were not the
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primary focus of this study, some developments in recent years have led the government and the military to innovate, despite its hierarchical structure. 623

Insufficiencies or Capabilities Gaps

The literature reviewed did not cite facilities as a significant gap. The research did discover opportunities for further innovation. Facilities could play an important role in the training and function of Psychological Operations and their integration with other information-related capabilities. 624

Analysis, Lessons, and Solutions Based on the Research

Concepts reviewed on Red Teams discusses liberating structures and explains the look of the Google campus that has become popularized in the media. 625 Such innovation can be replicated, and the University of Foreign Military and Cultural Studies under the Combined Arms Center offers tailorable Red Team training and resources to develop concepts within military organizations. 626 An example of leveraging such training would be to observe the NGA’s efforts to develop facilities that incorporate Red Team concepts to optimize flat organizations. 627 The NGA’s plan for innovation includes facilities that
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could be used as a model to emulate on a smaller scale for the TIS.\textsuperscript{628} This study recommends further analysis and as the TIS concept grows it should grow using Red Team concepts and the precedent established by the NGA to develop an innovative organization.

Potential Second and Third Order Effects to Consider

Additional research would need to be conducted in order to fully understand the potential costs and effects associated with these facilities recommendations. There is time to develop this concept; this study suggests the target date for such a facility to be 2035.

Policy

Many theses were read through the course of this study that addressed policy. Policy is defined as “interagency or international policy issues that may impact effective implementation of changes in the other DOTMLPF-P considerations.”\textsuperscript{629}

Insufficiencies or Capabilities Gaps

Psychological Operations personnel have a wide variety of authorities allocated them within the current military structure an under Titles 10, 22, 17, 42, and 18 as required by the mission that Psychological Operations must execute or support.\textsuperscript{630} This study found no need to address those. However, many Psychological Operations

\textsuperscript{628}NGA, “Next NGA West: About.”

\textsuperscript{629}CJCS, JCIDS Manual, B-G-F-5.

\textsuperscript{630}Headquarters, Department of the Army (HQDA), Graphic Training Aide (GTA) 33-01-004, \textit{Military Information Support Operations Authoritative Reference} (Fort Bragg, NC: U.S. Army Special Operations Center of Excellence, November 2017), i-iii.
personnel have insisted on returning to the *1985 Psychological Operations Master Plan*, arguing for higher and higher levels of responsibility and command, with multiple theses and articles believing the future of Psychological Operations to be either as its own branch of the military, at its own table within government as the CPI once held, or some other similar high-level organization.\(^{631}\)

Dyer identified in 1959 that the CPI and OWI were both examples of top-down bureaucracies that were too large to be effective.\(^{632}\) The JUSPAO of the 1960s and 1970s demonstrated Dyer’s beliefs to be accurate.\(^{633}\) The Joint Psychological Operations Center, Joint Psychological Support Element, Joint Military Information Support Command, and Military Information Support Operations Command had over a decade combined to achieve success, but those organizations existed at the height of the criticism regarding the conduct of Psychological Operations in Afghanistan.\(^{634}\) The existence of those organizations did not appear through the review of literature to lead to the effective conduct of Psychological Operations.\(^{635}\)


\(^{634}\) Paddock, “No More Tactical Information Detachments,” 30.

\(^{635}\) Muñoz, *U.S. Military Information Operations in Afghanistan*.
Analysis, Lessons, and Solutions Based on the Research

There is no need for greater authority for the Psychological Operations units to conduct CIA or USIA-like activities. Instead, relationships must form to facilitate cooperation between the DoD and interagency efforts. The OSS of the Second World War was split up into the various organizations for a reason, and as *The Weapon on the Wall* postulated, and the JUSPAO demonstrated, there are incorrect ways to seek unlimited hierarchical control for nebulous operations.\(^{636}\) However, the permission to use those authorities should be considered and further analyzed. Many authorities exist but empowering the Psychological Operations Regiment to “turn on” those authorities is a separate situation that this study did not address.

The TIS could function as a critical node of relationships like the United States General Staff in 1903 did. The General Staff’s function facilitated readiness and provided support to decision makers.\(^{637}\) It provided logical and reasoned evidence when necessary to give options to the leaders who wrote policy.\(^{638}\) Finally, the prevalence of the 1985 *Psychological Operations Master Plan* may be addressed by developing a new master plan to frame future research and development. The TIS could develop such a plan and be the section that empowers the plan’s execution.

---


\(^{638}\) Ibid.
Potential Second and Third Order Effects to Consider

The requirements of Multi-Domain Operations are Joint needs to address a complex environment. If the TIS becomes an integration hub of lessons learned, capable of operationalizing and sharing those lessons, then it could similarly empower whole of government approaches to complex problems. Unity of effort without the need for unity of command has the potential to be overwhelmingly successful.

Summary and Conclusions

Psychological Warfare and Civic Action are the very essence of the counterinsurgency campaign here in Vietnam... you cannot win this war by military means alone.  

—William C. Westmoreland, Eighth Quarterly Psychological Operations/Civil Affairs Conference, in Stanley Sandler, Cease Resistance

The analysis of the research found that there are clear steps that can be taken to truly innovate the Psychological Operations Regiment by following models from history and integrating them with emerging efforts. Improvements to doctrine may facilitate adequate baseline training during the POQC, changes to the organizational structure could empower the TIS and the rest of the Regiment to function at the levels required to conduct Multi-Domain Operations. Training may lead to the development of additional Psychological Operations MOSs, which would then also improve the organization, as those MOSs could feed the TIS concept. Materiel solutions are already available in the form of existing contracting with companies like Palantir. There are also personnel opportunities with new programs being initiated by the Army.

---

The TIS should be further developed and base its development off of the lessons of the past. Models to emulate appear in the form of the VTED, the PPEX, JIATFs, the Active Measures Working Group, Business on the Frontlines, and the Cultural Intelligence Element. All provide a framework and precedent for the TIS to function in ways that the United States has previously implemented. The result could be a flat organization such as the JIATFs, mixed with the science-based components of the Cultural Intelligence Element, Business on the Frontlines, PPEX, and the VTED—potentially using contractors to supplement as the VTED did. Such an organization would be capable of executing the tasks of the TIS and adequately addressing the 2015 gaps.
CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction
This study’s focus dove into the history of each era of Psychological Operations in the United States. The previous chapters listed how the information researched was processed before analyzing the research and developing solutions. This chapter will present the formal findings and recommendations of the study.

Findings and Recommendations

Concluding Hypothesis

The concluding hypothesis was that the Army Psychological Operations Regiment has not incorporated the lessons learned from history and if those lessons were heeded, they could be used to address the Operational Context. A proposed solution is to optimize the already presented solutions within the Psychological Operations organization by confronting the root causes of the gaps.

This study has determined that those root causes are: (1) insufficient doctrine, (2) a need for improved training, (3) a lack of specialization that could be addressed by developing additional MOSs, and (4) the decrease in academic expertise due to the removal of growth from the Cultural Intelligence Element, and (5) a need for the TIS to be further developed.

The scope of the solution provided by the hypothesis changed through the course of this study, which was initially: (1) based on biased personal experience, and therefore inadequate, (2) not sufficient enough to guide the direction of the Regiment, and (3) not
steeped in enough history, and therefore not enough to establish precedent. The review of the literature greatly assisted in the removal of bias, and patterns emerged during the analysis of the research.

Addressing the Questions

Primary Question

Restating the Question

The primary research question was: how should the Psychological Operations Regiment be optimized to achieve the *Army Special Operations Forces Strategy* while simultaneously addressing the Army’s transition to Large-Scale Combat Operations?

This study found that the TIS will play a critical role in the development of Psychological Operations capabilities, but it cannot do so alone. Doctrine and the Psychological Operations Qualification Course must also be further developed in order to improve the Regiment. Additionally, training and personnel changes were identified through the course of this study, which will be further discussed in this chapter. These improvements could establish standard methods to approach analysis, assessments, and cultural understanding. Such efforts could establish a baseline upon which the TIS could build.

The 2015 Psychological Operations Assessment Gaps Restated

The gaps and the tasks of the TIS will be restated before describing how each may be addressed with the findings of this study, which answers the research question:

1. Insufficient target audience analysis training and tools.
2. Poor language capability.
3. Poor cultural understanding.
4. No consistent connection to academia.
5. No standard for data analysis.
6. No standards for measuring effects.
7. Tactical narrative not nested with strategic narratives.  

The key tasks given to the TIS are:

1. Repository of information.
2. Academic resource.
3. Sensitive activities capability.
4. Deployable.  

Addressing the Gaps

The revival of the Cultural Intelligence Element and the recommendation that additional Psychological Operations MOSs be established will form the nexus of the TIS. Approving the MOS concept would establish a base that could be further developed. Together, both efforts could assist greatly in providing the expertise needed to conduct advanced and consistent analysis, assessments, narratives, cultural understanding, a connection to academia, and language capability. Finally, the TIS should develop a master plan for the future, which would serve as a guiding document for future development and implementation.

The tasks given to the TIS would be addressed with those changes, along with the development of the TIS into a Joint Red Team section, allocated to each regionally aligned Psychological Operations battalion, but residing within First Special Forces

640 Rosales. 1st POB (A) Narrative Fusion Cell Concept and Implementation.
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Command. Doing so would empower it to be deployable as an IWTF underneath First Special Forces Command, just as that command is deployable as a SOJTF (see figure 5).

Moving the TIS to reside formally within First Special Forces Command would benefit the objectivity of the sections and allow for inter-post transfers to occur for Psychological Operations personnel to move from the operational battalions to the TIS without the danger of losing the personnel after six months to a year. Similar to the lessons learned from the VTED, moving the billets of the TIS under First Special Forces Command would remove a layer of bias within the measurement of effects, and free up

---

*Figure 5. Technical Information Section 2028*

personnel on Psychological Operations missions to conduct their operations without having to allocate time and effort to also measuring their own effectiveness.

Measuring effects, gathering historical information, and assisting in target audience analysis would mean that each TIS would need to be conducting continuous studies of countries of interest, understand the nature of operational art and operations design, and receive information. The TIS would be further empowered to conduct its mission by establishing Palantir as its means of serving as a hub of lessons learned and Psychological Operations coordination. The TIS should combine the lessons learned from the PPEX, the VTED, the NFCs, and all of the lessons of the past from the Active Measures Working Group and Business on the Frontlines, to the shortfalls of the JUSPAO. It should be an adhocracy, with the ability to scale it into a JIATF-like IWTF if ever the need would be required.

The DCR is pending approval and has proposed the integration of Advanced Skills Detachments. These detachments have an opportunity to develop training that could be used as models for Psychological Operations MOS pipelines. This study recommends the following training as necessary in order to develop the Psychological Operations Regiment in such a way as to address the 2015 gaps, further develop the TIS, and meet the requirements of Multi-Domain Operations:

1. Advanced negotiations training and face-to-face engagement training.
2. Advanced application of Psychological Operations-related theories.
4. Sensitive activities integration with Psychological Operations, to include review methods to integrate with Space, Special Technical Operations, and other sensitive activities.

5. Advanced equipment training for all Psychological Operations-specific equipment.

6. Network effects training specific to Psychological Operations.

7. Design solutions, graphic design, film, copy writing, and advertising techniques.

8. Advanced language and cultural training.

9. Integration of Psychological Operations with Special Forces, Civil Affairs, other Special Operations organizations and Conventional Forces.

10. Network analysis specific to Psychological Operations.

Once refined, these courses could be used as the basis for Psychological Operations MOS training. The Special Forces Regiment has had MOSs since 1958, and that model could potentially be integrated into the Psychological Operations Regiment, tailored to meet the needs of Psychological Operations. The proposed MOSs are:

1. 37A, Psychological Operations Officer.

2. 37B, Equipment Specialist.

3. 37C, Network Effects.

4. 37D, Product Design and Development.

5. 37E, Cultural Expert.

6. 37F, Network Analysis.
The DCR and analysis from chapter 4 were synthesized in order to propose a future model for Psychological Operations Detachments (see figure 6).

Figure 6. Proposed Psychological Operations Military Occupational Specialties

Source: Created by author using information from Lock, *DOTmLPF-P Change Recommendation for PSYOP Unit of Action Redesign* (Fort Bragg, NC: United States Army Special Operations Command, 2020).

The development of Psychological Operations MOSs would greatly impact consistent Psychological Operations performance. The following MOSs are suggested, based upon the lessons learned from history, the gaps identified in 2015, and the duties of the TIS that will necessitate consistent levels of advanced training:

1. 37A, Psychological Operations Officer: receives additional face-to-face training, Psychological Operations theory and history, and integration with other units. Is responsible for Space Force integration, Sensitive Activities,
Special Technical Operations integration, and Military Deception integration. These last three aspects were chosen because the majority of billets for those operations are officer billets throughout the Joint force.

2. 37B, Equipment Specialist: receives additional training on all Psychological Operations-specific equipment. Is responsible for maintaining relevancy with the most recent COTS equipment integrated throughout the Regiment.

3. 37C, Network Effects: receives additional training on ways Psychological Operations’ target audience analysis research authorities may be used to understand, analyze and affect physical network systems, social media platforms, and cyber and electromagnetic spectrum integration. Is responsible for continued understanding of emerging technologies.

4. 37D, Product Design and Development: receives additional training concerning design solutions, graphic design, film and audio production, film and audio editing, copy writing, and advertising techniques. Responsible for continually developing their understanding of the arts, media, and culturally unique entertainment.

5. 37E, Cultural Expert: receives additional language and cultural training designed to instruct Psychological Operations personnel in the nuance of cultural references, humor, and folklore. Responsible for continually developing their language and cultural understanding.

6. 37F, Network Analysis: receives additional training on discovering key communicators and centers of gravity, receives in-depth training on how advertising and marketing data may synthesize with intelligence and publicly
available information. Is also trained extensively in theories required to
measure effects, models for measuring effects, and survey methodology.
Responsible for continually developing their understanding of the social
sciences, emerging theories, academic research, and platforms for analysis.

Those MOSs would be capable of filling the sections required for an adequate
IWTF, capable of scaling and tailorable to any need the government would identify.
These sections are a synthesis of the most effective sections reviewed through the course
of the research for this study (see figure 7). This model is a theoretical example and
demonstrates a truly Joint IWTF that could leverage the range of information related
capabilities discussed in chapter 2.

The key takeaway from the example provided in figure 7 is the sections,
themselves, which could include Joint billets, but would additionally be manned by the
aligned and proposed MOSs, the Cultural Intelligence Element personnel, and structured
based off of the lessons of the past.
Figure 7. Future Joint TIS Manning 2035

Source: Created by author.

The result of such a hypothetical development would be a truly adaptable organization. Information related capabilities were briefly discussed at the end of chapter 2. Information Warfare is complicated, and currently involves and will involve individuals who previously were not aligned to such tasks. The example of the “LAWFARE” Officer is one opportunity to integrate an emerging practice prior to the needs and requirements of war. As Linebarger wrote after the Second World War, “Nations rarely change their basic character in time of war. When war starts it is usually
too late to re-educate generations already grown up, teach them wholly new skills, or
develop administrative or operational procedures unknown in peacetime life.”  

Figure 8. TIS Integration

Source: Created by author.

---
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Establishing such positions within the TIS now will empower First Special Forces Command, USASOC, and SOCOM to prepare now for the threats of tomorrow that are present today (see figures 8 and 9). A TIS may form the basis of an IWTF and may be based off of the lessons of the four eras of Psychological Operations. The IWTF is an emerging concept, but the nature of the IWTF is not new, and Large-Scale Combat Operations have been successfully conducted with Psychological Operations organizations in the past.

Figure 9. TIS Integration

Source: Created by author.
Developing the TIS as a Red Team would facilitate objectivity and also cooperation. The successes of the Active Measures Working Group were its lack of hierarchy and its effort to empower innovative solutions (see figure 10). The TIS will not need to wage war alone against the threat actors identified in the *National Defense Strategy*. Success should not be defined by what the TIS can organically do, though this study does suggest that organic capability can and should empower the Psychological Operations Regiment and the rest of the Special Operations community. Permitting the TIS to properly perform the tasks assigned to it would make it a force multiplier within the United States government, able to facilitate unique approaches.

![Figure 10. TIS Integration](source: Created by author.)
Because the TIS would be conducting the tasks assigned to it, it may also be used to develop Psychological Operations exercises and training within the Psychological Operations battalions. Those training events would be further opportunities to brief personnel on emerging capabilities and research, emerging patterns, integrate lessons learned into the training, and even incorporate Special Operations training alongside conventional forces training, Joint influence organizations, the interagency, and academia.

Secondary Questions
Restating the Questions

1. Have Psychological Operations been faced with similar gaps in the past and what were the previous solutions?
2. Could such solutions address the current Operational Context?
3. Who would most benefit from the research and recommendations of this study?
4. What could be the impact on the Combatant Commands?
5. What is the relevance of the study?
6. Would there be a return on investment associated with the recommendations?
7. What are the financial impacts?
8. What would be given up in order to implement the findings and recommendations?
9. What missions could not be completed with the current system in place if nothing were to change?
Addressing the Questions and Recommendations

The first of the secondary research questions was answered while answering the primary research question. This study has determined that the solutions discussed can address the Operational Context, to include the directives of the National Defense Strategy, the requirements to support Large-Scale Combat Operations initiatives, and the USASOC Strategy. The National Defense Strategy emphasizes the building of capacity and readiness through modernization, and innovation.⁶⁴³ Three specific factors within the first line of effort are education, the management of talent, and emphasis on the civilian workforce.⁶⁴⁴ The second line of effort is preparing the Joint Force to be consistently relevant and innovative in its organization while maintaining affordable solutions.⁶⁴⁵

It was determined through the course of this study that the gaps within the Psychological Operations Regiment must be addressed if the Special Operations community is to properly conduct Multi-Domain Operations. The further development of the TIS would empower it to become a section of innovation designed to enable readiness. It would do so by encouraging education, talent management, and emphasize the importance of the civilian workforce in Special Operations. It would develop into an inherently Joint capability and would be an affordable solution to the needs of the government.

⁶⁴³ SecDef, Summary of the 2018 NDS, 5-9.
⁶⁴⁴ Ibid.
⁶⁴⁵ Ibid., 10-11.
Doing so would therefore benefit the Joint Special Operations community and dramatically empower both the Psychological Operations Regiment to fulfill its missions as well as the First Special Forces Command. USASOC developed the SOJTF concept to nest within the requirements for Large-Scale Combat Operations and Multi-Domain Operations. That model includes being able to establish IWTFs. Doing so would prevent the mistakes of rapid mobilization that occurred in the past, when Psychological Operations units were built out of nothing for conflicts like the World Wars and Korea. Maintaining an operational IWTF within itself at all times, suited to adapt to the needs of the government will empower the First Special Forces Command to be prepared for any contingency as the United States reenters an era of great power competition.646

The benefit to the Combatant Commands would be the ability to leverage the separate or collective TIS sections the same way they leverage the First Special Forces Command through the Theater Special Operations Commands (see figures 9 and 11). The return on investment would be significant, as Special Operations provide adaptive and affordable solutions to complex problems. The Army would require some level of growth to achieve the organization, but because the recommendation is for the TIS to develop into a Joint capability it would share the manning with the Joint force.

The threats to the United States are complex, and necessitate complex, integrated solutions. Ideally, each TIS would function within the regionally aligned Psychological Operations battalions under a single TIS within the First Special Forces Command. The

secondary and tertiary effects would be further integration, as Joint service members would be able to serve as nodes to their respective information related organizations.

Theater Special Operations Commands and Global Combatant Commands would not need to change their models of deployment or integration with the Special Operations community in order to empower and facilitate the TIS. Instead, the TIS would function to flatten Special Operations’ collaborative efforts to achieve timely effects that could span the globe, using the permissions and authorities that already exist.

![Strategic Narratives](image)

Figure 11. Strategic Narratives

*Source: Created by author.*

Each TIS would be gathering data from each Psychological Operations Detachment deployed around the globe. The psychologically oriented data provided, and
analysis conducted will logically reveal opportunities that would not otherwise be observed. Many operations within the Special Operations community are kinetic in nature. Those operations still may lead to a psychological effect. As the TIS continues to evolve, it may expand its analysis and measures of effectiveness to observe the psychological effects of all Special Operations missions. The potential for Psychological Operations to become a hub of knowledge and analysis for Special Operations is great. Developing the concept may lead to increased adaptability, effects, and planning.

![Recommendations Timeline](image_url)

**Figure 12. Recommendations Timeline**

*Source:* Created by author.
This study recommends that the Psychological Operations Regiment: (1) develop the Advanced Skills Detachment courses into new Psychological Operations MOSs, eventually necessitating a longer POQC, (2) improve doctrine based off of historical precedent and the wealth of research available, (3) revive the Cultural Intelligence Element, (4) further develop the TIS concept into a Joint capability (see figure 12). The timeline suggested is in line with the USASOC Strategy, and USASOC 2035, which nest within the Army’s development of Large-Scale Combat Operations doctrine and the need to be able to conduct Multi-Domain Operations by 2028.

Further Recommendations

Recommended Research

Many lessons from this study occurred because individuals did not understand the nuance of Psychological Operations, its history, or best practices. This study proposes the following reading list to be completed by all personnel attending the POQC. These books will give each Psychological Operations practitioner a clearer understanding of the capabilities of their profession, a basis for properly researching and writing on the nature of their profession, and a common operating picture that would expand beyond the lessons of the POQC:


7. Weaving the Tangled Web: Military Deception in Large-Scale Combat Operations edited by Christopher M. Rein.

8. Edward Lansdale: The Unquiet American written by Cecil B. Currey.


Excerpts should also be retrieved from:

1. *Propaganda* by Ellul.

2. *Propaganda* by Bernays.


These writings greatly impacted the conversation related to Psychological Operations and its development. The philosophy and conversation related to Psychological Operations is important, because it provides context for the actions of the practitioners.

There were several incidents identified through the literature of successful Psychological Operations conducted against soldiers of the United States. A deeper analysis of the vulnerabilities of Americans in war could benefit the force and assist in developing lessoned learned and training to prepare soldiers prior to the conduct of
Large-Scale Combat Operations. Incidents like the mass surrenders during the war with Mexico could pose significant losses in the event of Large-Scale Combat Operations. This study suggests that any such study remain classified for operational security purposes.

Other points of interest for future research could be analysis into the long-term effects of the “Great Divorce”, the rank structure proposed in the theoretical TIS suggested in figure 7, and a deeper study of how to integrate the literature reviewed and suggested as opportunities for more advanced doctrine. Additional studies may be identified by individuals who review this study.

Summary and Conclusions

Propaganda will never die out. Intelligent men must realize that propaganda is the modern instrument by which they can fight for productive ends and help to bring order out of chaos.

—Edward Bernays, Propaganda

The world is experiencing significant changes. Russia has effectively returned to the world stage, China continues to expand its economic and military influence, Iran aggressively projects surrogate forces, and North Korea continues to conduct subversive actions to affect the influence of the United States. The National Defense Strategy has required changes to be made to doctrine. The Army and the Joint force are now preparing to conduct Large-Scale Combat Operations and Multi-Domain Operations to counter the threats to the United States. USASOC has developed a strategy to nest with those requirements and has projected that it will be able to conduct Multi-Domain Operations by 2028.
Psychological Operations are critical to the successes of such operations. This study has analyzed the history of propaganda, Psychological Warfare, and Psychological Operations in order to determine how the Psychological Operations Regiment could be optimized to achieve the *Army Special Operations Forces Strategy* while simultaneously addressing the Army’s transition to Large-Scale Combat Operations. It found that the TIS could serve as the conduit for success, but that other changes must also be considered. This thesis established research questions that framed the literature reviewed. The literature was segmented into four separate eras and analyzed by applying DOTMLPF-P. It was determined that the Psychological Operations Regiment must develop additional MOSs and consider extending the POQC, improve doctrine with an emphasis on historical lessons learned in the application of Psychological Operations, revive the Cultural Intelligence Element and allow it to grow, and, finally, develop the TIS further to become a Joint capability within the First Special Forces Command.

This study strove to be operationally relevant to the force, grounded in theory and precedent. The recommendations are not wholly the opinion of the author, but pragmatic conclusions based off of the qualitative methods of research and analysis applied to this study. The author believes that McLaurin’s projected renaissance of Psychological Operations is upon us. The expansion of threats such as Russia, China, Iran, and North Korea have necessitated the development of doctrine for Large-Scale Combat operations, Multi-Domain Operations, and Information Warfare Task Forces. The modern era has not ended—it is evolving. The Psychological Operations Regiment is the foundation of

---

647 McLaurin, *Military Propaganda*, 75-76.
Information Warfare. This study proposes a roadmap toward successful implementation of Information Warfare. History’s lessons must be maintained, and organizations must be optimized to empower the artists of war to adapt to the battlefields of the future.
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